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This "" the report of a pilot sturJy carried out emong 155 gener"l
prar.ti tinner trfliners in the South East Thames reeion. Simil"r
pilnt stur!ies have been carried out among trainers in four other
region£", (.of" Et gland. Separate repDrts !laV8 been preparej fc reach
of th" fi,,; rei';i.ons, together witl] a p,umm~ry repOl·t comparing the
.,indings amonE UI8 regions. The pilot studies were funded by
the DHSS and carried out by staff of the H"-elth Services Research
Unit et the University of Kent et Canterbury •
The centr"l theme of it'" investigation is the relationship bet,.een
list sizes and standards of care in general medic,.,l practice. In
particular, the projoct examin8s the proposition that doctors with
larger lists are less likely to attain a given stnndard of care
than thos8 with smaller lists. To this end. thE pilot study re-
port8d ',er" took the form of a survey in which the trainers in the
South [95t Thames region were first asked their opinions about good
,;tandardB in different aspects of their work. ilnd '.ere ther- asked
to prnvide information about their actual [lerformance in those
nspects. The replies were analysed to show the relationship
betwenn the stnndards set by the trainers and the performance
they reportedly achieved, and the influence upon this relation-
ship of the number of patients on their lists.
The pilot studies in the five regions had three aims: to test the
feasibility of colleoting the information needed to fulfill the
objectives of the project, to produoe data of use to the general
practice training and educational programmes within the participa-
ting regions I and to provide tentative answers to the substantive
research questions in the event of the main phase not taking place.
The next phase of the project, whioh has now been funded. will
consist mainly of a full survey among a larger, randomly selected
sample of GPs nationally. using research instruments developed out
of the experiences gained in the five pilot regions.
2A total of 721 trainers were ilpproacl18u ill tile> pilot studies,
of whom 630 (BTU provided at leClst part of the information
1.4
requested. There are obvious deficiencies in confining the ...
pilot studies to GP trainers, since they are unlikely to be
representative of the profession as a whole. Nevertheless,
...
the oportuni ty of testing out the research rrethods among a
large number of doctors at low cost Was too valuable to miss,
and when the ma~n survey has boen completed the data from the
pilot surveys will enable sorre interesting comparisons to be
































THE BACKGROUND AND AIMS OF THe PROJECT
Thc project, which is part of a I,ider programrre of work on various
aspects of the supply. distribution and use of general medical prac-
titioners, originated with the question: what is a reasonable number
of patients for GPs to have on their lists? It is an important
question, carrying implications in many areas of health care policy,
but thE,re is no 'correct' or generally agreed ansl'er. Published
opinions have varied widely (from under 1,700 to over 3,000) ac-
cording to the motives of thosa expressing them and the factors they
have taken into consideration. Faced with such a wide range of
opinion about a reasonable list size, the Roval Commission on the
National Health Service recommended in 1979 that, before a maximum
or minimllm list size is adopted as national policy, considerable
research should be carried out on what the Commission described as
'this important question'.
It is evident from the literature that there is a diversity of
opinion not only about the actual sizc of a reasonable list, but also
mout the concept of 'reasonableness' itself. For examlJle, as
list sizes increase, the behaviour of GPs is bound to change: they
may '.ork longer hours, have lower consultation rates, spend less
time on each consultation, make fewer home visits, do less work
outside the practice, offer fewer services within the practice, or
any combination of these. But how is it to be decided whether,
and if so in what ways. these behavioural changes are relevant to
the judgement about a reasonable list size? And are these ap-
propriate criteria to be using at all?
These questions were tackled in the early part of the project by
searching for criteria that have been used by the profession itself
in medico-political debates about list sizes. A recurring criterion
has been that of standards of care. the argument being that lists are
unreasonably large when they constrain doctors to behave in ways that
fall short of an acceptable standard. The concept of standards has
usually been poorly articulated, but there are common-sense grounds





First, it is an acceptable criterion within the profession. To
locate the question of a reasonable list size within the context of
standards of care is' to adopt an approach that is consistent with
professional thinking and attitudes. Second, it is a tenable criterion.
It is a plausible proposition that GPs with larger lists are less able
to attain particular sta"ldards of care than those with smaller lists.
Hlird, by using the concept of standards as the defining criterion of
reasonableness, the beneficiaries of a reasonable list size are the
patients (through the better care thRy receive) as well as the doctors
(t11rough the enhanced professional satisfaction they derive from their
vJcrk).
YI',t however sensible this ~pproach may be in principle, in practice
it ra~ses difficult questions of conceptualisation, measurement and
,
application. How are acceptable standards of care to be 'jefined
and measured? Who is to decide what constitutes an acceptable
standard? For what particular aspects of practice are standards
to be set? Answers to these questions gradually emerged through
a review of the American rind British literature on audit and through
discussions with interested practitioners and other researchers in
the fie Id.
An initial d~stinction was made between 'standards' and 'perf'ormance'.
Standards are ,;ubjective opinions about the way things should be done.
T~ey are ideals to be aimed at, belonging to the normative world of
'how things ought to be'. Performance. by contrast, describes the
way things actually~ done. Measures of performance belong to the
empirical world of 'hov' things really are'. Thin djstinction offered
a means of relating list sizes and standards of care in general
practice. If standards could be SHt for specific aspects of the GP's
work (if, that is. opinions could be elicited abcut the ways in which
those aspects of the GP's work should be conducted), and if his or her
actual performance in those aspects of work could be measured, it viould
be possible to see whether, with increasing list sizes, practitioners
became increasingly unlikely to ott ",in the specified standards in













5Before this package of ideas could be tried out in the re,ll world of
r;uflerdl pr'lcf::ice. two rurther qUt!!:;t:ions of p"inciplr~ !lad to LJt' resol-
co"ld b" involved in setting standards in general practice. including
individual GPs, groups of GPs acting in consensus. other merrber£, of the
primary health care team. 'experts' in the field [such as senior GPs
or specialists). 'outside' academics. or patients. !n this project
it waS decided to restrict the task of standard-setting to individual
GPs. General practitioners themselves were chosen partly to ensure that
the in'Jestigation would be taken seriously by the profession and partly
because the argument, about standards is usually couched in terms of the
difficulty that GPs with large lists experience in attaining the standards
Practitioners were involved
~.;ov8rill kinds of peop le,
th3t they themselves would wish to do.

















list sizes; som were identified from an earlier 11 terature review; some
practice commonly identifies three components of practice that can be
EvcntuflllY. seven major aspects of practice were selected for inclusion
The second question to be resolved was: for what p2rticular aspects
of their "fork. should GPs bc invited to set stand3rds and have their
In this project
The shopping list waS compiled in differcnt
The literature on standard-setting in medical
Sorm aspects were Gulled from nedico-poli tical debates about
lists increase in size.
the focus of study: structure. process and outcome.
~..,ays •
performance measured?
were included at the specific request of the DHSS; and so/ne emerged
from exploratory interviews conducted at an early stage in the investi-
gation 'vith a nurrber of local GPs.
individually in setting their own personal standards (rather than
collectively in setting consensus standards) partly because of the
sheer difficulty of getting GPs together in groups. but mainly because
of the focus of the investigation on the relationship ~et.ween standards
and performanc2 for individual GPs with different list sizes •
the choice WaS based not on theoretical considerations of the relative
advantages of structure. process or outcome. but on a pragmatic con-
sideration of those aspects of practice where performance is believed






















6in t-he pi Jot s~urtlE1S ~ do~ling par".::ly vii th the S.f;:I"LictLTE and partly




""consultaTion ~eflgl:h; the rar"lge of services offered through the practice;
Bpecial care of the housebound ctlronically ill; special care of the
~ld8rly; repeat prescribing; and the prevention of disRas":! and the
b1lity) waS sull-divided intn the following components: hours of open-
ing of practice premises; hours of availability of a doctor on practice
premises; the provision of normal surgeries in evenings and at weekends;
the tirm taken by patients to obtain appointments for urgent and non-
urgent matters; the "rrangements for handling requests for home
specific l:onlPOisnt p,lrl:..:;.
prnrnotiorl of h'3tilth. Fadl aspnct was furttlsr rJis(1ggregated :"nLo mol'S








fic features were identified about which information on standards and
performance was sought.
In sum, the prnject soeks to oontribute to policy decisions about"
I'8il~~(HlilLlle nundl8r of pdt:ients for GPs to have on their lists by examining
the 'lClture of tile rel<ltionstlip between list sizes and standards of care.
In p"rticular, it de"ls with the claim that, as list sizes increase,
practitioners are increasingly less likely to achieve the standards they
2.W





aim of the pilot study has been to test out ways of collecting the re-
quisite information, but it is hoped also that data will have been
generated that is of use to training programmes within the participating
regions.














Once the aims and theoretical grounding of the project had been worked
out, their application to the real world of general practice had to be
the wording on the questionnaire invited each trainer to identify
'what you personally regard as the standards that general practitioners




At this stage the opportunity arose of con-
The first step involved the informal discussion of ideas and
trying to achieve in their owo practices.
GPs across the country.
each of the selected aspects of practice (see para. 2.9).
ducting pilot surveys among GP trainers in five regions of England,
and although the number of prospective respondents (721) was much
larger than necessary, it seemed sensible to take advantage of the
opportunity .
tested.
The research instruments that were piloted were altered somewhat
from region to region as their inadequacies became apparent. In the
South East Thames region, which was the second to be studied, the survey
involved two separate mailings. The first consisted of a questionnaire
designed to elicit the views of the trainers about their standards in
After working in this way wi th a dozen GPs over a period of several
months, the research instruments had evolved to the point where they
could be piloted more formally under the conditions of a postal survey.
Althoug~ a postal survey has a number of inadequacies, particularly
for a se~sitive topic such as this, it is the only feasible way of
collecting the amount of information required from a large number of
ground information was also collected about their practices and work-
loads. The wording of the questions about standards created some
difficulty. It had been found in the initial phase of the research
(see para~ 3.1) that GPs gave different responses to questions about
minimum standards, ideal standards, and the standards that they were
visi t was made to the practice by one member of the research team to
carry out a semi-structured tape-recoreded interview exploring the
doctor's perceptions of standards, followed by a further visit from
another member'of the team to discuss different ways of collecting
information about performance.








































dninr, so th8Y were asked to answer' from th8 point of view of a simi lar
pr,lCLlcl' tn you,' OWIl, in ,I ~;Jfllilolr lncdLillr1 Lll YlJlll'~_;. dllll wILl] ,J
simi 1.1r type of practice p"pulation·.
The second mailing was sent about six weeks after receipt of the first
questionnaire, and consisted of three separate instruments designed to









of the selected aspects of practice. The gap of six weeks was chosen
to minimise the risk of the trainers' responses to the' performance'
questions being influ'enced by their earlier responses to the 'standards'
by the trainers themselves; the second was a set of 17 questions
CDn,>,18t"d by their sqcretaries/receptionists; and the third was a si",>,le
wo I~k 10;)[1 recording form cov8rin~ two weeks I ucti vi ties in thei r prd[;tices.
Ih,,,,, wur", however, prolJlems associated with the completion of the
workload recording forms, and none of the information from that source
has been used in this report.




3.5 The first mailing in the South East Thames region was sent in June
1982 to 166 trainers identified by the Regional Associate Adviser in
General Practice, and was acco",>,anied by a letter from the Senior
Research Fellow working on the project and a letter of commendation
from the Associate Adviser. One follow-up reminder was sent to non-
respondents. Useable replies were received from 155 trainers,




3.6 The second mailing was sent some six weeks after receipt of the first
questionnaire. and again one follow-up reminder was sent to non-
respondents. Of the 155 trainers to whom the second mailing was sent,
110(71%) responded. although three gave insufficient replies to be
useful. and have been excluded from the analyses of the information
-
gained through the second mailing. Expressing these reslOonses as oil
percentages of the 166 eligible trainers in the region. 107 trainers


































provided partial information. and 11 (7%) provided no information at
all. This is regarded as a satisfactDry respDnse rate. and Dne that is
similar tD the rates achieved in the fDur other regions.
The 155 trainers who replied tD the first mailing were reasonably represen-
tative of the 166 eligible trainers tD whDm it was sent. Trainers whD
Duali fied in the UK. and WhD were members Df the RCGP. were slightly Dver-
represented among the respDndents. The 107 trainers who replied tD the
second mailing were 'highly representative Df the 155 tD whDm it was sent
in terms Df sex. years since qualificatiDn. area Df residence within the
region, practice size, and composition of the primary health care team.
They were also reasonably representative in their geographical distribution
amongst Family Practitioner CDmmittees (FPCs) Df all GPs in the region.
The proportion was only marginally higher for Kent and marginally IDwer
for l.ambeth. Southwark and Lewisham (table 3.11. As will be seen,
however, respondents differed appreciably in many Dther respects from
all GPs at regional or national level, and the results cannot be regard-
ed as typical of general practice as a whole .
Tl.1ere are many deficiencies in the data, some stemming from inherent
limitatiDns in the aims and methods of the project itself, others from
the particular circumstances of the pilot. The fDllowing observations
are important in setting this report in an appropriate perspective •
First, the project is confined to those aspects of practice fDr which
measures of standards and performance can feasibly be obtained through
the medium of a postal survey. Important though these aspects are, they
fail tD take account of a whole range of less tangible qualities of
sensitivity, professional acumen. skill in communication. and so on.
that are equally important components of the quality of care. The pro-
ject makes no claim whatsoever to comment on the overall performance of
general practitioners; it confines itself explicit:'.y to a small number of
measurable aspects of practice.
Second, the study is confined entirely tu aspects of tt's structure and
prtocess of general practice. and has r.othing to say about tne outcome
li tt le vi rtue in GPs carrying DUt the prDcesses Df care in ways that




In Dne sense this is an impDrtant DmissiDn, fDr there may be






Df causal links between prDcesses and DutcDme, has prDved tD be SD
difficult that attentiDn must be limited fDr the time being upDn standards
Df structures and prDcesses that are believed tD be related tD a favDur-
ab le DutcDme.
Third. the repeatability and validity Df SDme Df the questiDns used in
sistellt answers whenever it is asked Df the same subject.




Df the 'standards' questiDns used in this study, there are grDunds fDr
dDubting whether all the re3pDnses Df the trainers were cDnsistently
held DpiniDns Dr whether they were (at least tD SDme extent) Dff-the-cuff
replies that wDuld ,ji ffer if the questiDns were repeated. ND repeata- "
..
bility checks were car,ie9 Dut in the pilDt studies. A questiDn is
valid if it elicits a 'true' Dr 'real' accDunt Df whatever it intends
questiDns were repeated in different cDntexts.
tD meaSure. ND systematic validatiDn checks were made but SDme Df the
FDr example, in the I
more specific, yielding infDrmatiDn frDm bDDking diaries and recDrds.
The infDrmatiDn from the wDrklDad recording fDrms waS prDspective, and it
first mailing trainers were asked tD estimate the average number Df
surgery cDnsultatiDrnand hDme visits they made each week, and in the
secDnd mailing receptiDnists were asked tD recDrd the actual number Df
surgery cDnsultatiDns and hDrre visits in the appDintment bDDk fDr the
most recent week when the trainer was nDt Dn leave. In additiDn, the
trainers were asked in the wDrklDad recDrding fDrms tD nDte all cDnsulta-
tiDns and hDme visits Dver a tWD-week periDd. The first questiDn was
expected tD be nD more than an infDrmed guess Dr impressiDn Df the 'average'




Therelated tD unselected weeks which may Dr may nDt have been typical.
data from these three SDurces cannDt be compared directly. but they
nevertheless showed a reasonable degree of assDciatiDn, albeit with the
trainers' estimates Df the weekly numbers Df surgery cDnsultatiDns and







Fourth, many of the questions about standards required an unconditional
response, making no allowance for those who wished to qualify their
in which the subtlety of a conditional or qualified answer is sacrificed
for the sake of one that Can be categorised with those of other respon-
dents •
The main deficiencies in the data resulting from the particular circum-
stances of the pilot studies are two-fold. First, the number of respon-
dents in each region was quite small, limiting the analyses to simple
Second, the analyses
There is an obvious element of distortion here
Moroov8r. different nun-bers of trainers replied to the twofn nnG.
answers in any way.
mai lings. reducing the numbers sti 11 further.
have revealed ambiguities of wording in certain questions (and there-
fore in the replies to those questions) that could not entirely have
been foreseen during the compilation of the questionnaires. It is •
of course. a primary purpose of the pilot studies to detect such flaNS
and correct them before beginning the main survey J but the reader wi 11
doubtless be irritated by a number of annoying inadequacies that will






































TABLE 3.1 FAMILY PRACTITIONER COMMITTEE (FPC) OF ALL :iE TltAMES UNRESTRICTED





















Kent 6B4 39%) 71 43%) 66 43%) 4B 45%) 5
East Sussex 331 19%) 35 21%) 32 21%) 22 21%) 3
Bromley 142 B%) 15 B%) 13 B%) 7 7%) 2
Greenwi ch and
Bexley 194 ( 11%) 17 ( 10%) 17 ( 11%) 12 ( 11%) o































BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRAINERS AND THEIR PRACTICES
Sex, age and College affiliation
The 155 trainers who replied to the first mailing were atypical of GPs
nationally, being older, more oriented towards the Royal College of
General Practitioners, and containing proportionally fewer women than
the profession as a whole (table 4.11.
List size
The definition of each trainer's list size was problematic in the case
doctor in a partnership is taken as the total nurrber of patients regis-
tered with the partnership divided by the nurrber of unrestricted prin-
cipals. In this study, however, it was important to obtain a reasonable
estimate of each trainer's personal list size, and a distinction was there-
fore made between practices in which each doctor attended mainly to the
patients on his own list (as recorded by the Family Practitioner Com-
mittee) md those in which p"tients were free to consult any of the












of partnerships. In published DHSS statistics, the list size of a
in order to take account of the uneven dist ribution of work that sometimes
results from a free-flow system, the equivalent of a personal list size was
estimated by the trainers in response to the question: 'what size would
a personal list have to be to give you the Same workload as you now have?'
Some trainers answered the question by giving the practice average, im-
plying that the workload was evenly shared, but others gave alternative





as the flumlJers of patients registered with them. In the latter practices,
4.2.2 The rrean personal list size, calculated in the manner described above I
Was 2,537 (table 4.2). Because of the particular manner of its calcula-
tion, no direct comparison can be made wi th the list sizes of all GPs
in the South East Thames region, but a rough comparison can be made by
dividing the practice list by the whole-time equivalent nurrber of
doctors in the practice, counting two part-time doctors as the equivalent
of one whole-time doctor. The results show that the lists of the
trainers were appreciably higher than those of all unrestricted princi-
pals in the region (table 4.3). The mean list size was 2,404 among
the trainers compared with 2,197 among all principals, and only 5% of
trainers had an average list per whole-time quivalent doctor of less
than 1,750 compared with 21% of all principals.
4.2.3
14
The trainers were asked in the fi rst mailing what their ideal list
size would be. assuming there were no adverse financial consequences.
TWf.",ty-eight per cent would have liked a personal list of less than
1,7',0. Clnd SU% opecified a list of 1,7S0-2,249 as their ideal (table 4.2).
The mean ideal list was 1,90B - a quarter lower than the mean actual
personal list size of 2,537., A comparison of the trainers' actual and
ideal list sizes shows that IB (12%) selected an ideal list that was
the same as their actual lists; 129 (B5%) selected an ideal list that
was smaller than their actual lists; and 4 (3%) selected an ideal that
was larger. The ideal lists were closer to the actual lists among
4.2.4
trainers with smaller than with larger lists (table 4.4l.
Trainers were also asked in what ways they would expect the nature or
content of their work to change if they acquired their ideal list size.
The main activities on which the trainers would have expected to spend
more time were consultations, self-education, leisure, and teaching
ill!
•
(table 4.5l. Trainers with lists of 2,750 and above were rather more
4.3
4.3.1
likely than the others to emphasise the extra time they would expect
to spend on teaching activities.
Practi ce si ze
The trainers who replied to the first mailing were working in partner-
ships or group practices of widely varying sizes. (No distinction
was made between partnerships and group practices, and no account was
J
handed practices; at the other extreme, three were in practices with 12
full-time doctors. In addition, 45 trainers reported one part-time
partner in their practices, and 12 reported two or more part-t~me
partners. The mean number of full-time doctors was 4.2 (table 4.6l.
Practice size was posi tively associated wi th list size, the mean number
of full-time doctors increasing from 3.B among those with lists of less
than 2,250 to 4.6 among those with lists of 2,750 and above (table 4.6).
The sizes of the trainers' practices were larger than those of all unre-
stricted principals in the region. For example, whereas only 6% of the
trainers were single-handed and 21% were working in groups of six or more,
the corresponding proportions for all unrestricted principals in the
region were 19% and 12% respectively.














ber of hours spent per week on all practice activities was 47.2 [table
selected general practitioners, but consistent with that reported by the
trainers in the other regional pilot surveys. Of this total, 20.9 hours
(44%) were spent on surgery consultations, 9.1 hours (19%) on home visi.ts,
than 2,500 had lower estimates of the total amount of time spent within
the practice, particularly of the time spent on surgery consultations and
home visits, than those with larger lists.
The me an n um-
Trainers with lists of less
The total estimated time (excluding time
The 'average' team, excluding the doctors, con-
Thi.s is higher than that usually found in surveys of randomly
'on call') ranged from under 30 hours per week to OVRr 70.
ffld 3.B hours (B%) on vocational training.
vities within their practices.
4.9).
ded from the analysis.
tained just over 11 merTtJers, of whom the secretaries/receptionists were
the most numerous, followed by the district nurses and health visitors
(table 4.7). The nurTtJer of nurses employed in the practice varied widely. Twenty-
seven per cent' of the trainers had no practice nurse, 14% had only a part-time
practice nurse, and the remaining 59% had from one to seven full-time
practice nurses. Taking all the nurse merTtJers together, nearly all of the
trainors had at least one part-time nurse, the nurTtJers ranging up to 23
full-time equivalent nurse members. The mean nurTtJer of all merTtJers and
Of nurse merTtJers of the PHCT is shown by list size in table 4.B. The
mean size of the team increased with rising list size, although the effect
was less marked (particularly among the nurse merTtJers) when practice
size is taken into account (table 4. BJ.
An indication of the reliability of the trainers' estimates of the time
they spent on different activities can be obtained by comparing their
estimated time spent on surgery consultations with the information pro-
The use of time
Trainers were asked in the first mailing to estimate the nurTtJer of hours
they spent each week, on average throughout the year, on different acti-
Primary health care teams (PHCTs)
Trainers were asked in the first mailing to specify the whole-time equivd-
lent nurTtJer of PHCT merTtJers employed in or attached to their practices .
Some trainers merely indicated that a particular category of staff was





































vided by the receptionists in the second mai ling about the trainers'
nominal consulting hours and weekly numbers of sessions (including
clinics and branch surgeries). Whereas the trainers had estimated
spending an aVerage of 20.9 hours per week on surgery consultations
(wi th an individual range from 11 to 54 hours), the receptionists' in-
formation indicated an average of 16.4 consulting hours per week (with
an individual range from 8! to 34 hours) (table 4.10). The difference
between the two figures can be explained partly by the discrepancy
between the actual and the nominal times of surgeries and also the exclu-
sion from the recepti onists' information of Saturday surgeries. But
these differences of definition do not fully explain the variation, and
it is likely that at least some of the trainers chose peak working
times rather than average working times.
The estimated time spent on professional activities outside the practice
ranged from zero to 27 hours, with a mean of 4.7 hours (table 4.11).
The most common outside activities were insurance work, hospital work,
industrial work and well-baby clinics. The estimated mean number of
hours spent each week outside the practice varied widely among the trainers,
but WilS not systematically related to their personal list sizes.
Two separate estimates were derived of the number of hours 'on call'
each week outside normal working hours. In the first mailing trainers
were asked to estimate the average weekly number of 'on call' hours through-
out the year, and in the second mailing they were asked to specify, for
the previous four weeks, the number of out-of-hours duty spells they had
had and the number of hours spent on each spell. A distinction was made
between weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays, and an adjustment was made to
allow for unusual patterns of out-of-hours duties, for example due to
absences by partners. The replies in the first mailing covered a wide
range, from zero to 60 hours 'on call' per week, with a mean of 27.3
(table 4.12). The variations among trainers with differing list sizes
wers not large, although those with lists of 2,750 and above spent fewer
hours on call than those with lists of less than 2,500. This reflects
the fact that they were working in larger practices (table 4.6). The
information provided in the second mailing showed that, in the previous















4.6.4 Information was collected about the trainers' workload when on out-of-
hours per week - very close indeed to the rough estimate provided by
trainers with lists of 2,750 and above spent fewer hours on call than
those ~ith smaller lists.
reversed, when the nurrber of surgery consultations was expressed as a




They were asked to specify, for the
However. this tendency disaopeared, and was to some extent even
Adding these together, the result is an overall average of 26.3
4. 1':,) •
ment book. for the trainer in the previous week.
hours duty (see para. 4.5.4).
Similar patterns were evident in the data on home visits.
the trainers in response to the first mailing (table 4.12).
of 'Jisi ts was wide in both estimates, from 3 to 80 per week. and the
trainers' own estimates were sli.ghtly higher than the numbers recorded
in the practice appointment book (table 4.16). Trainers with lists of
less than 2,250 made rather fewer visits per week than those with
larger lists. tiut the effect disappeared when the home visits were ex-
pressed as a rate per 100 patients on the list (table 4.17).
Whichever estimate of surgery consultations waS used. the number of
consultations ea~h week tended to increase with rising list size (table
a wide range in surgery workload. from about 50 to 250 consultations per
week. The mean number of consultations per week estimated by the trainers
(1571 was 10% higher than the number (143) recorded in the appointment
book (table 4.14) .
most rec8nt duty spells on a weekday. a Saturday and a Sunday, the number
of telephone calls received. the number of home visits made. and the
number of night visits made after 11.00 p.m. Excluding those who could
\'!orkload
Two saparate estimates were der:"ved of th.: average \'l8ekly number of sur-
gery consultations and home visits carried DUI. by the trainers. In the
first mai ling they were 'asked to estimate ':he average rtuntJer of surgery
consultations and home visi-:s '.:h8y did each week throughout the YEar~
and in the second mailing the receptionists were asked to give the num-
ber of consultations and visits actually recorded in the practice appoint-
4.13) .
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nDt remerIDer Dr had nDt kept recDrds. the mean nUrIDer Df telephDne calls
was 4.1 Dn weekdays. 9.8 Dn Saturdays and 9.5 on Sundays. The mean
numher of home visiU, was 2.:3 on weekdays, 6.? on ~_~(ltlJrd(jYs .-lnd (J.~)
Dn "unrlays. Uverall. Dne-tonth uf tru-, hDme vi"its wore made ut night
(table 4.18).
Trainers were asked in the first mailing tD rate their feelings abDut
their wDrklDad Dn il simple three-pDint scale. Eleven per cent felt
that they were very DverwDrked. 47% that they were mDderately over-
worked. ilnd 39% that they were nDt DverwDrked (table 4.19). Trainers
with lists of less than 2.250 were markedly less likely than the remain-
der tD regard themselves as very Dr mDderately DverwDrked. and CDrres-
pDndingly mDre likely tD regard themselves as nDt DverwDrked.
~~ urflfllilry
lhF~ er LI'(}1118I~j in tlH~ ~;outh lllst Thames region were, as il group, otypici]l
Df GP principals nationally: compared wi th the prDfessiDn as a whole they
were older (measured in terms of the nUrIDer Df years since qualification).
were more oriented towards the Royal College of General Practitioners, CDn-
tained fewer WDmen. had larger list sizes. worked in larger practices with
larger primary health care teams. and prDbably spent mDre time wDrking in
their practices.
The group was, however. by no means hDmogeneous. In spite of their com-
mon status as trainers. they displayed a large degree of diversity on
many of the background variables reported in this sectiDn. In SDme cases
this diversity is unexceptionable. but in other instances (such as their
usa of time or their pattern of patient cDntacts) the diversity of the
responses is less to be expected.
The mean persDnal list size of the trainers in the study was 2.537. which
is rather higher than that of all unrestricted principals in the regiDn.
The mean ideal list size WaS 1,908 - 25% lower than the mean actual list.
The main benefi t of a smaller list size was felt to be the longer CDn-
sultations that cDuld onsue. Trainers with lists Df less than 2.250
differed from the others in a nUrIDer of ways: they were younger; they
worked in smaller partnerships with smaller primary health care teams;
they spent less time on surgery cDnsul tations and home visits and saw




























































The mean practice size consisted of 4.2 full-time doctors and the
typical primary health care team was made up of just oVRr 11 members
(excluding the doctors), of whom secretaries/receptionists and district
nursns comprised almost two-thirds .
The: Lrdine rs es timated t hut they spell L, on dVB rage. 'l J • / IIOLJr~; po r
weeK on practice worK and 4.7 hours on work outside the practice •
These estimates are somewhat higher than those reported in other
studies, and they may be over-estimates of the real amount of time
spent. During these hours, the trainers SaN, on average. about
150 patients each week in surgery consultations and made about 20
home visits. They spent. on average, a litt le over 26 hours a week
'on call'. receiving fflout 4 telephone calls during the week and about
10 at weekends during each spell 'on call'. Almost half of the
trainerS thought they were moderately overworked and a further tenth
that they were very overworked •
AgMnst this packground, thE! rBmainder of the report examines the
standards that the trainers held in different aspects of their work .
and the levels of performance they achieved .
20





















N (= 100%) 155
N (= 100%) 155
N (= 100%) 155
TABLE 4.2 ACTUAL PERSONAL LIST SIZE AND IDEAL LIST SIZE
ACTUAL PERSCl'JAL IDEAL LIST
LIST SIZE SIZE
4 3%) 43 28%)
40 26%) 90 58%)
18 12%) 2 1%)
45 29%) 13 8%]
48 31%) 3 2%)
0 4 3%)
LIST SIZE










































































NOTE: for the purposes of this table, the list size of a partnership was
divided by the whole-tirre equivalent nurTber of doctors in the practice,
counting two part-tirre doctors as the equivalent of one whole-tirre
doctor.
22



















































consultations 80% 78% 87% 87% 83%
se 1f-education 66% 72% 67% 61% 64%
leisure 52% 61% 62% 56% 57%
teaching 57% 61% 56% 80% 63%
other clinical work
in the practice 39% 22% 33% 46% 37%
other work outside
the practice 25% 28% 33% 35% 31%




























































5 11%) 3 17%) 7 16%) 5 10%) 20 13%)
15 34%) 4 22%) 9 20%) 11 23%) 39 25%)
12 27%) 4 22%) 11 24%) 11 23%) 38 24%)
9 20%) 5 28%) 6 13%) 6 13%) 26 17% )
~ 7% ) 2 11%) 12 27%) 15 31%) 32 21%)


















MEAN 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.6 4.2
24
TABLE 4./ MEAN NUf13ER OF MEMBERS OF THE PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM EMPLOYED IN,
OR ATTACHED TO, THE PRACTICE (WHOLE-TIME EQUIVALENTS)
--------~-~ ••~ ------------------_.
I
TEAM MEMBER MEAN NUMBER NUMBER OFCASES
Nurse in the practice 1.0
Nurse in the district 2.3
Heal th visitor 1.9
MidNife 0.9











NOTE: the nurrber of cases excludes responses where the actual nurrbers of
staff were not specified.
TABLE 4.8 MEAN NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF THE PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM (WHOLE-TIME


















All rre nl.J e rs :
mean nurrber 9.5 12.2 11. 4 13.5 11.5
per full-time doctor 2.4 3.2 2.7 3.0 2.8
Nurse merrbers:
mean n urrtJe r 5.5 6.4 6.2 7.3 6.3







NUMBER OF CASES 40 16 38 41 135
-
NOTE: the nurrber of cases excludes responses where the actual nurrbers of

































NHS surgery consul ta-
tions 19.3 17 .1 22.0 22.7 20.9
NHS home visits 7.8 7.0 11.1 9.4 9.1
Pri vate p racti ce 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6
Other clinical work 2.6 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.3
Travell~ng 2.2 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.4
Reading 2.9 2.1 3.4 3.4 3.1
Administration 2.3 3.1 3.1 2.3 2.7
Practice meetings 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6
Vocational training 3.8 4.0 3.7 4.0 3.8




























NOTE: the time spent on travelling to home visits is included in the
category of 'home visits'. not 'travelling' •
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Less than 16 23 15%) 48 45%)
16-18 30 19 %) 32 30%)
19-21 37 24%) 13 12%)
22-24 34 22%) 9 B%)
25 and above 29 19%) 5 5%)














TABLE 4.11 ESTIMATED NU~ER OF HOURS SPENT PER WEEK ON ALL PROFESSIONAL
ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE PRACTICE
PERSONAL LIST SIZE
ESTIMATED NUMBER less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTALOF HOURS 2.250 2,449 2,749 and above
None 5 11%) 0 3 7%) 4 8%) 12 8%)
Less than 2 7 16%) 5 28%) 12 27%) 5 10%) 29 19 %)
;;-J 8 18'.1 1 5%) 10 22%) 12 25%) 31 LO%)
4-5 6 14%) 2 11%) 7 16%) 9 19 %) 24 15%)
6 or more 13 30%) 8 44%) 11 25%) 13 27% ) 45 29%)
Hours not specified 5 11%) 2 11 %) 2 4%) 5 10%) 14 9%)
TOTAL 44 (100%) 18 (100% ) 45 (100%) 48 ( 100%) 155 ( 100%)

























MEAN NUMBER OF HOURS 'ON CALL' PER WEEK: TRAINERS' ESTIMATES

































































Mean number of duty
spells in previous
4 weeKS
Mean number of hours
in each duty spell




















TNJLE 4.14 A~:RAGE NUMBER OF SURGERY CONSULTATIONS PER WEEK: fRAINERS'
ESTIMATES AND APPOINTMENT RECORDS
Less than 100 2 1%) 10 9%)
100-119 20 13%) 21 20%)
120-139 30 19 %) 23 21%)
140-159 30 19% ) 21 20%)
100-179 27 17%) 16 15%)
180 or more 45 29%) 13 12% )



































TABLE 4.15 P,VEFlAGE NUr'BER Of- SiJRGERY CONSULTA-:IOI~S PER vJEEK, !\No RP,TE PER















ave ragu n urrbe r















































































TABLE 4.17 AVERAGE NUmER OF HOr'E VISITS 10ER \·JEEK, AND RAT" PER 100 PATIENTS
ON LIST, TRAINERS' ESTIMATES AND APPDINT~ENT RECOPDS
TABLE 4.18 MEAN NUmER OF TELEPHONE CALLS, HDr'E VISITS AND NIGHT VISITS




NurTber of horre visi ts



























TABLE 4.19 SUBJECTIVE FEELINGS ABOUT WORKLOAD
•
...
• PERSONAL LIST SIZE
"" FEELINGS less than 2,250- 2 ,500- 2,750 TOTALABOUT
... WORKLOAD 2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
""
... Very overworked 5 11%) 2 11%) 3 7%) 7 15%) 17 11%)
... Moder,ltely overworked 10 23%) 11 61%) 21 47%) 31 65%) 73 47%)
•
Not ovnrworknd 27 61% ) 5 28%) 19 42% } 9 19% ) 60 39% )
...
.. No answer 2 5%) 0 2 4%) 1 2%) 5 3%)
-





























broken down into eight constituent parts, and information was sought
accessibility (see para. 2.9). The concept of accessibility waS
...
dRficiencies in some of the questions have prevented an exact comparison
between s tanrlards and performmce in some cases.
about the trainers' standards and performance in each part. However,
"•
':.2.1 Trainers were asked in the first mailing for how long they thought
main practice premises should be open each day to patients who called
were asked the actual times of opening. Table 5.1 shows the replies
of those who answered each question. There was a wide variation among
the trainers ill both their standards (from J) to 12 hours) and their
performance (from 4 to 12) hours), but these variations were not sys-
tematically associated wi th list size. The actual opening hours did,
however, vary with the size of practice.
The 107 trainers who replied to both mailings (that is, who provided
information about boUt standards and performance) were divided into three
categories: those whose premises were open for th8 exact nurrber of hours
that they thought th8Y should be open (performance sa~e as standard);
those whose premises were open for more hours U,an they thought they
should be (performance better than standard): and those whose pre~ises
werD open for fewer hours than they thought they should be (performance
5.2.2






"orse than stanuard). The distribution is shown in table 5.2 Overall.
48% of the trainers had the same performance as the standar::! they had j
set: 15'; had a better p8rformance; and 36% had a worse performance. By
virtue of the smaller average number of hours that their premises were
actually open each day, trainers with lists of less than 2,250 were
rather more likely than the rest to have a worse performance than the





32% of the t ralnen' had the Same performance as the standard they had
set, 13% had a better pnrformance, and 27% had a worse performance. ThEme
wen] no consistent variations among trainers with differing list sizes.
The relationship between the standards and the performance of the 107
trainers who replied to hoth mail:i.ngs is shOlvn in table 5.4. The
picture is clouded by the large proportion of trainers (28%1 who failed
Hours of availability of a doctor on practice premises
Trainers were asked in the first mailing for how long each day they thought
a doctor should ahJays be evei lablo on main practice premises. In the
s(ccond mailing the receptionists were asked the actual times of availability.
Table 5.3 shows the replies of those who answered each question. Them
"'as a wide variation pmong the trainers in both their stpndards (from 3
hours to 12 hours)and their performance (from 4 hours to 12 hours). Those
with lists of less than 2.500 had somewhat lower mean scores on both tile
'stiYldards' and the •performance' questions than those .,'i th larger lists •
this being associated in part with practice size .


























In the first nailing trainers were asked whether they thought rnrmal-
...
5.4.1
surgerIes should be held in the evenings. In the second mai ling recep-
among trainers with differing list sizes •
The trainers' views about evening surgeries corresponded fairly well with
as th8 st,lndard they hiid set, 15% had a bettf,r performance. and 9% had a
tionists were asked when the normal consulting hours ended, and practices
with a finishing time of 6 p.m. or later were deemed to hold evening
Seventy-seven
Overall. 63% of the 107
There were no significant variations
In all. therefore, 74'; h ad the s arne performan ce
Th8re were no consistent variations among trainers
Tile hJO sets of repl ies are shown in t ab le 5.5.
trainers .,1,0 replied to both mailings were in favour of evening surgeries
and also held them, and a further In were not in favour and closed their
their actual consulting hours (table 5.61.
nailing said they were .!:..ctually held.
surgeries.
per cent of the triliners in the fi rst mailing thought that normal surgeries
should be held in the evenings, and 79% of the receptionists in the second
with differing list sizes in the relationship between their standards and
their performance (table 5.n.
worse performance.





















In the first mailing trainers were asked whether they thDught nDmal
surgeries shDuld be held at weekends. In the secDnd mailing the
receptiDnists were asked whether Saturday Dr Sunday surgeries were
table 5.B. FDrty-Dne per cent of the trainers in the first mailing
thDught ttlilt weekend surgeries shDuld 118 h'eld (the majDri ty of them
specifying Saturday mornings only), and almDst all (~:1%) of the
receptionists in the second mai ling said that "eekend surgeries were
actually held (all Df them on Saturdays). There were nD significant
variatiDns by list size in either set Df replies.
actually held in the practice. The tWD sets Df replies are shDwn in
..
III
5.5.2 The receptiDnists were alsD asked in the secDnd mai ling how often the
trainurs were Dn duty fDr Saturday surgeries. The most CDmmDn pattern
was a duty rota Df Dne week in three Dr fDur Saturdays (table 5.9).
As this table shows. there was an associatiDn between the frequency
of the trainars' Saturday duty rDtas and their DpiniDns about weekend
I
surgeries. ThDse whD were Dpposed tD weekend surgeries were Dn duty
5.5.3
less frequently than thDse who were in favDur Df them.
The relatiDnship between standards and perfDrmance is shown in table 5.10.
Sioce virtually all Df the practices w"re actually prDviding Saturday
sJrgeries, it is nn surprise that, Dverall, 4B% of thDse whD replied tD
bDth mDilillgs had the same performance as the standard they had set,
I
I
and 51% had a better perfDrmance. There were no consistent variations
5.6
5.6. 1
,)mDng trainors wi th differing list sizes.
Delay in Dbtai_ning an appointment
Trainers were presented in the first mailing with the hYPDthetical
situatiDn of a patient telephDning at mid-day Dn tl MDnday tD request
a surgery cDnsultatiDn with his usual doctDr abDut an urgent and a
non-urgent matter, and they were asked what they thDught was the
maximum time that such a patient shnuld have tD wai t to see thE!
doctor. In the secDnd mailing the receptiDnists were asked when such
a patient would actually have been bDoked in. As would be expected,
the replies in tables 5.11 "nd 5.12 show that the trainers felt thore
should be a much shorter waiting time for an urgent than fDr a


































six hours for an urgent mattnr compared \.o.Ji th 3% for a non-urgent
matter Th!Jre was no consistent variation among the replies of
trainers with diff"rent list sizes. Almcst all (94%) of the 107
receptionists I"ho replied to the second mailing reported that an
appointment would actually have been made on the same day for an
urgent matter (table 5.12) compared with 14% for a non-urgent matter
(table 5.11). There were no variations among trainers with differing
list sizes in the booking of appointmonts for urgent matters. but
those ,Iith lists of 2.250-2.499 were more like ly. and those with
lists of 2.500-2,749 w"re less likely. to report a booking on the
same day for non-urgent matters •
The compArison between stCVldards and performance is impaired by the
differen~ categories of response to the two questions. However •
an approximate comparison can be made by assuming that the response
categories to the 'standards'question (Le. '6 hours'. '24 hours' •
and "48 'hours or more') are the equiva18nt of those to the 'performance ,
question (Le. 'samo day'. 'following day'. and '2 or more days later') .
On this assumption. the relationship cetween the standards and the
. perfOrll"J[H;e of the 107 traingrs "ha replied tn both mailings is shown
in twle 5.13. Overiill. the perforr.1anc8 of th8 tr"iners was very
good ill relation to I:h8ir standards: f";Jer than 5% had" WOrs8
;Jerformance than the standiird they had SHt. and the prllportions 'Ni th
a better p8rformmce than standard were 64% for non-urgent matters and
lJ9% for urgent mutters. There were no signi ficFtnt variations Amonfi
treiners "i th differing list sizes in th8 case of urgent matters.
ClUt those with Ests of 2.250-2.499 were a little less lik81y than the
rest t~ have a bet~er peformance than standi'lrd in the case of appoint-
ments for ')on-urgent matters.
r.Jas"ification of patients' requests for a surge!), consult"tion
Trainers I;Elm asked jn the first mailing ho~' it c;hould normally be
d3cided whether a [,,,tient's requ£lst for a sur~ery consultati:;n is
treated as urgent nr non-urgent. In the second mailing the recep-
tionists were eskecl hIM such decisIons WElre actually m,]de. Table
5.14 sllnws the replies. Seventy-five per cent of tlwse who replied





urgency of his request should normally be accepted, und 1',% that the
receptionist should normally refer the request to the doctor. There
were no consistent variations among trainers with differing list sizes.
The pattern of performance was a little different to that of the
standards: 59% of the receptionists who replied to the second mailing
•
said that the patient's own assessment ~ normally accepted, the
proportion being appreciab'ly higher among trainers with lists of 2,500-
2,749.
The relationship between the standards and the performance of the 107
tr"inors who rRpliod to both maUings is shown in table 5.15. Because
or Lilo LH:k of d,ny OllVioU5 grounds for jud~illg whether ,lilY one methud
is uettor or worse than another, the classification is restricted to
those trainers whose performance was the same as the standard they had
set, and those whose performance was different. Overall, 64% of the
trainers had the same performance as the standard they had set; 24%
had a di fferent performance: and 12% failed to provide replies from
which a clear comparison could be made. Trainers with list sizes of
2,500-2,749 were a little more likely than the others to have the same
performance as the standard they had set.
Classification of patients' requests for a home visit
Trainers were asked in the first mailing how it should normally be decided
whether .1 p"tilmL's request for i.l home visit is met. In the second
miJiling the receptionists were asked how such decisions were actually made.
The replies, which are shown in table 5.16, are not directly comparable
because many receptionists gave more than one response to the 'performance'
question. Overall, 55% of the 155 trainers who replied to the first
mailing thought that the patient's own assessment of the need for a home
visit ~~ be accepted, and 30% felt that the receptionist should
refer the request to the doctor for decision. Trainers with lists of
less than 2,250 were more likely, and those with lists of 2,250-2,499
were less likely, to think that the patient's own assessment should
normally be accepted. Of the 107 receptionists who replied to the
second mailing, 53% reported that the patient's own, assessment ~~
usually acceptedl 37% said that the receptionist sometimes took the deci-
si on: and 22% said that the request was sometimes referred to the doctor.






















Because of the multiple replies that were given by many receptionists
to the 'performance' question. an exact comparison between standards
felt that the receptionist should normally refer the request to the doctor
to decide. and of these. 15 reported that the receptionist did usually
that, of the 107 trainers who replied to both mailings. 65 (61%) were
actually using methods which, at least in part. were the same as their
Of the 107 trainers
There waS no consistent
Twenty-nine of the 107 trainers
However. a partial comparison can be
Summing these replies. the data indicate
The distribution of these 65 trainers among
list-size groups is shown in tiDle 5.17.
relationship with list size •
identi fied standards.
do that. at least in part.
happened, at least to some extent.
made by taking each pair of replies separately.
and performance is not possible •
who replied to both mailings. 67 thought that the patient's own assess-
ment should normally be accepted. and of these 44 reported that in fact
the patient's own assessment ~ accepted, at least in some degree •
Eight of the 107 trainers thought that the receptionist should normally























5.9 Arrangements for •out-of-hours I care
..
5.9.1 Trainers were asked in the first mailing what arrangements they thought
should be made for 'out-of-hours' care. and in the second mailing what
likely than the rest to operate a rota system wi thin the partnership.
The relationship between the standards and the performance of the 107
trainers who replied to the second mailing. 64% were actually operating
a rota system within the practice, 12% had a rota arrangement with
neighbouring practices, and the remainder described arrangements invol-
the first mailing thought that the arrangement for • out-of-hours , care
should take the fonn of a rota within the practice, 19% favoured a rota
system with neighbouring practices, and 10% favoured other arrangements •
Of the 107
The rep lies are
There were no consistent variations
Trainers with lists of 2,250-2.499 we re more
Overall. 72% of the 155 trainers who replied to
including a deputising service.
ving more than one element.
arrangements actually existed in their practices.
between the replies of trainers with differing list sizes.















trainers who replied to both mailings is shown in table 5.19. Overall,
..
..
64% of the trainers had the same performance as the standard they had
set, and 13% had a different performance. The latter consisted mainly
of trainers who thought that there should be a rota arrangement wi th
neighbouring practices, but who were actually operating rotas within
among trainers with differing list sizes are unreliable because of the
large proportion for whom a sensible comparison between standards and
performance could not be made.
This discrepancy may reasonably be regardedtheir own partnerships.
as a case of performance being better than standard. The vari ations ..
III
5.10 Summary
5.10.1 In this section, data from the pilot study in the South East Thames
region have been presented dealing with the trainers' standards and
performan ce in eight facets of accessibi li ty to thei r practi ces by I
trainers in both their standards and their actual performance. and has
related the performance of each trainer to the standards that he or she
patients.
had set.
The pmsentation has highlighted the variations among the
For reasons discussed in an earlier section (see paras.
I
]
3.9-3.13), the analyses contain a nurrtJer of imperfections, but they
are illustrative of the type of results that can be obtained from the
..,
III
method used in the study. Three broad conclusions stand out.
5.10.2 First, there was a wide variabi li ty among the trainers both in their
perceptions of stanuards and in their actual performance. The vari-
th03e who replied to the second mailing were more diverse in, for
example, the hours of opening of their practice premises, the hours of
abi li ty was more marked in relation to some of the eight facets of
accessibility than to othars. The 155 trainers who replied to the first
m.dling were more diverse in their standards about, for 8xarrple .. the
nunDer of hours thiJt practice presmises should be open, the nurrtJer
of hour~ that a doctor should be aViJilable, and t~e desirabi~ity of
weekend surgeries, than about the WiJY in which a patient's request
for an urgent consultation should be handled or about the arrangements
























availabi~ity of a doctor. the delay in getting an appointmwt for
a non-urgent matter. and the arrangements they made for 'out-of-hours'
care .. than in their provision of weekend surgerios or the delay
experienced by patients in getting an appointment for An urgent
matter•
5.10.3 Second. the relationship between the standards and the performance
of those ·..ho replied to both mailings was favourable in the sense
that only a minority of trainers had a performance that was worse
than the standard they had set I but the relationship varied among
tho different facets of accessibility. On the one hand. 64%
of the trainers had a better performance than standard in the time
taken by patients to obtain an appointment for a non-urgent matter•
sn in the provision of weekend surgeries. and 4~1% in the tire taken
l1y patients ~o obtain an appointment for ,In urgent mutter. (In thn
other hand. 36'~ of the trainers had a wo~ performance than standard
in the hours of opening of their practice premises. and 27% in the
hours of availability of a doctor •
.. 5.10.4 Third. there was no evidence of any systematic ,.... lationship between
.. the trainers' list sizes and either t"eir standards or t/1eir
performance. There was certainly no evidence that, with increasir,g
list size, trainers were consistently less likely to achieve the
..
..
standards they had set. and in most cases there were no significant
variations at ,,11 among trainers with di ffering list sizes •
TABLE 5.1
40
MEAN NUI"{jER OF HOURS PER DAY THAT PRACTICE PREMISES SHOULD BE.



















~~ be open Q.5 9.4 10.1 9.7 9.7
(nunDe r of cases) (44) (18) (43) (47) (152 )
~ open 8.5 9.3 9.2 9.3 9.0







TABLE 5.2 I"EAN NIWElER OF HOURS PER DAY THAT PRACTICE PREMISES ARE OPEN
TO PATIENTS: .RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERFORMANCE lINO STANDARDS
III













Pe r fo man ce s amB
as standard 12 ( 39%) 8 (62'~) 13 ( 46%) 18 (51%1 51 ( 48%) -
..
































"" TABLE 5.3 f'E1\I'J NUMBER OF HOURS PER DAY THAT A DOCTOR SHOULD BE, AND WAS,
AVAILABLE ON MAIN PRACTICE PREMISES
...
""



















(n urTbe r of cases)

























TABLE 5.4 MEAN NUMBER OF HOURS PER DAY THAT A DOCTOR IS AVAILABLE ON PRACTICE
PREMISES: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND STANDARDS
PR rfa rman en .SLlns:
uS stmdiJrd 12 ( 38%) 3 ( 23%) 9 ( 32', J In ( 29%) 34 ( 32'oJ
Pe rfo nnan eEl better
than standard 2 ( 6%) 2 ( 15%) 2 ( 7%) 8 ( 23%) 14 ( 13%)
Performance worse
than standard 9 29%) 3 23%) 8 29%) 9 26%) 29 27%)






































34 77%) 13 72%) 36 80%) 37 77%) 120 ( 77%)
--------------------
















44 llOo% ) 18 ( lOO?) 45 (100%) 48 (l00%) 155 ( 100%)
-----
24 77%) 9 69%) 21 75%) 30 88%) 84 79%1
6 19% ) 4 31% ) I 25?; ) 5 1Ll%) ..,.) 21?Q)LL
1 3%) 0 n [] 1 1%)
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Before F.OD p. m• 10 13%) 12 40%) 22 21%)
6.00 p .m. 37 48%) 13 43?~) 5Q 4n)
6.30 P .111 • 13 17%) 0 13 12% 1
7.00 p. m• 12 10%) 1 3%) 13 12% )
7.30 p.m. or later 5 6%) 2 7%) 7 7?~ )
r~o anS'.oJl-lr D 2 7%) 2 2% )
TOTAL 77 ( 100%) 30 ( 10l1%) ID? (leD %)















... Pe rfI Jrnli"m Cl! S alne
as standiH'd 25 ( D1';) 8 (62%) 19 79 ( 74%)
ill Per""ormanC8 b8tte:-

















WTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
44


















should be he Id 17 39%) 6 44%) 15 33%) 23 46%) 63 41%)
..
should not be held 27 61%) 10 56%) 3D 67%) 25 52%) 92 59%)
..
..
TOTAL 44 (100%) 16 (100%) 45 (100%) 46 (100%) 155 (100%)
..
were held 26 90%) 12 92%) 27 96%) 32 91%) 99 93%)
were not held 3 10%) 1 8%) 1 4%) 3 9%) 6 7%)
..






























TABLE 5.9 WHETHER WEEKEND SURGERIES SHOULD BE HELD, AND FREQUENCY OF
SATURDAY DUTIES
WHETHER SATURDAY SURGERIES
FREQUENCY OF SHOULD BE HELD TOTAL
SATURDAY
DUTIES Yes No
Never 1 2%) 7 11%) 8 7%)
Every week 11 24%) 5 B%) 16 15%)
Every fortnight 12 27%) 5 8%) 17 16%)
One week in three 8 18%) 14 22%) 22 21%)
One week in four 8 18%) 17 28%) 25 23%)




TOTAL 45 (100%) 62 (100%) 107 (100%)














7 (54%) 18 ( 64%) 13 (37%) 55 ( 51%)

















TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
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TABLE 5.11 MAXIMUM DELAY THAT PATIENT SHOULD HAVE TO WAIT. AND TIME THAT



















SHOULD HAVE TO WAIT
6 hours 2 5%) 0 1 2%) 2 4%) 5 3%)
24 hours 5 11%) 5 28%) 8 18%) 10 21%) 28 18%)
48 hours 23 52%) 10 56%) 21 47%) 18 38%) 72 46% )
more than 48 hours 14 32%) 3 17%) 15 33%) 17 35%) 49 32%)
no answer 0 0 0 1 2%) 1 1% )
ACTUAL TIME APPOINT-
MENT WOULD BE BOOKED
Sane day 5 16%) 4 31%) 1 4%) 5 14%) 15 14%)
following day 20 65%) 5 38%) 19 68%) 22 63%) 66 62%)
2 or more days later 5 16%) 4 31%) 7 25%) 8 23%) 24 22%)
no answer 1 3%) 0 1 4%) 0 2 2%)
TOTAL
TOTAL
44 (100%) 18 (100%) 45 (100%) 48 (100%) 155 (100%)


















TABLE 5.12 MAXIMUM DELAY THAT PATIENT SHOULD HAVE TO WAIT, AND TIME





















SHOULD HAVE TO WAIT
6 hours 21 48%) 6 33%) 23 51%) 26 54%) 76 49%)
24 hours 19 43%) 9 50%) 18 40%) 19 40%) 65 42% )
48 hours 1 2%) 3 17%) 3 7%) 1 2%) 8 5%)
more than 48 hours 2 5%) 0 0 1 2%) 3 2%)
no answer 1 2%) 0 1 2%) 1 2%) 3 2%)
-
-





MENT WOULD BE BOOKED
same day 29 94%) 12 92%) 26 ( 93%) 34 97% ) 101 04%)
following day 1 3%) 1 8%) 0 1 3%) 3 3%)
2 or more days later 0 0 1 4%) 0 1 1%)
no answer 1 3%) 0 1 4%) 0 2 2%)
...
TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 1100%)
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TABLE 5.13 PATIENT DELAY IN SEEING USUAL DOCTOR FOR A NON-URGENT AND




















pe rfo rman ce same
as standard 8 ( 26%) 7 ( 54%) 9 ( 32%) 11 (31%) 35 ( 33%)
..
18 ( 64%) 22 (63%) 68 ( 64%)
28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
7 (54%) 13 ( 46%) 15 (43%) 52 ( 49%)























1 ( 4%) 2 ( 6%)


























TABLE 5.14 METHOD THAT SHOULD NORMALLY BE, AND WAS, USED FOR DECIDING
WHETHER A REQUEST FOR A SURGERY CONSULTATION IS TREATED
























rrent accepted 37 (84%) 11 (61%) 35 ( 78%) 33 (69%) 116 ( 75%)
r8ception1~t decides
for herself 2 ( 5%) 1 ( 6%) 0 5 ( 10%) 8 ( 5%)
receptionist refers
to doctor 5 ( 11%) 3 17%) 8 1 B%) 8 17%) 24 15%)








44 (100%) 18 (100%) 45 (100%) 48 (100%) 155 (100%)
...
patient I sown assess-
rrent accepted 16 ( 52%) 7 (54%) 22 ( 79%) 18 ( 51%) 63 ( 59%)
receptionist decides
for herself 1 ( 3%) 3 ( 23%) 0 1 ( 3%) 5 ( 5%)
receptionist refers
to doctor 9 29%) 0 2 7%) 6 17%) 17 16%)




TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
DECIDING WHETHER A Rcl.)UEST FOR A SURGERY CONSULTMliJN IS TREATED



















as standard 18 ( 58%) 8 ( 62%) 21 ( 75%) 21 ( 60%) 68 ( 64%)
Pe rfo rman CB different
to 3tandard 10 32%) 3 23%) 5 18%) 8 23%) 26 24%)

























.. TABLE 5.16 METHOD THAT SHOULD NORMALLY BE. AND WAS, USED FOR DECIDING WHETHER



























ment accepted 29 ( 66%) 7 ( 39%) 26 ( 58%) 24 ( 50% ) 86 ( 55%)
receptionist decides
for herself 2 ( 5%) 3 ( 17%) 2 4%) 5 ( 10%) 12 ( 8%)
l'Bceptionist refers
to doctor 11 25%) 5 28%) 13 29%) 18 38%) 47 30%)
otlm r responses 2 5%) 3 17%) 4 9%) 1 2%) 10 f)?;; )
...
..
TOTAL 44 (100%) 18 (100%) 45 (100%) 48 (100%) 155 (100%)
receptionist refers
to doctor 9 ( 29%'] 3 ( 23%) 4 ( 14 %) 8 ( 23%) 24 ( 22%)
doctor telephones














ment accepted 13 ( 42%)
receptionist decides
for herself 11 ( 35%)
6 (46%) 20 ( 71%) la ( 51%)





N (. 100%) 31 13 28 35 107
...
...
NOTE: some respondents gave more than one answer to the second question I the
cumulati ve percentages therefore exceed 100 •
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TABLE 5.17 CECIOING WHETHER A REQUEST FOR A HOME VISIT IS MET: RELATIONSHIP
















































... TABLE 5.18 IIRRJIJIIGEI'ENTS THAT SHOULD BE MADE, JIJIIo WERE ACTUALLY MADE, FOR
'oU~-OF-HoURS' CARE
-





















roLl wi thin the
pJ'i1cLice
rot a with nei gh-
bouring practices
othe r rep lies
9 20%) 6 33%)
3 7%) 1 6%)
5 11%) 9 19%) 29










19 (61%) 11 (85%) Iq ( 68%) 20 ( 57%)























TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%,)
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as standard 20 (65%) 9 (69%) 22 ( 79%) 17 ( 49%) 68 ( 64%)
Performance different
to standard ·3 10%) 3 23%) 1 4%) 7 20%) 14 13·~)
No corrpari<;on possib 10 B 26%) 1 8%) 5 18%) 11 31%) 25 23%)
---------












in bothcn6ir standards (from 5 minutes to more than 10 minutes) and their
int5rval was B.O minutes compared with an average actual interval of 7.0
There were no con-
Overall, 33% of the
fhe average standard booking
There Was u wide varia-.:icn among the trainers
The distribution is shown in table 6.2.
fhere were no large differences in either the standard or the
are shown in tab le G.1.
minutes .
performance (from 4 minutes to 15 minutes),
s tan LJard) •
better performance, and 45% had a worse performance.
trainers had the same performance as the standard they had set, 14% had a
ar-tual booking intervals of trainers with differing list sizes, although
thos6wi th lists of less than 2,500 had somewhat higher mean actual inter-
vals than those wi th larger lists .
The 107 trainers who replied to both mailings (that is, those who pro-
vided information about both standards and performance) were divided into
three categories: those whose actual booking interval was the 5ame as
their standard (performance same as standard), those whose interval was
longer than their standard (performance better than standard), and those
whose interval was shorter than their standard (performance worse than
sistent differencas among trainers with differing list sizes •
Booking interval
In the first mailing trainers were asked what they thought the normal
booking interval should be when an appointment system was used. and in
the second mai ling receptionists were asked what booking interval was
actually used by the trainers. The replies. to the nearest whole minute •
Introduction
The second aspect of practice with which the project is concerned is con-
sultation length (see para. 2.9). The questioning concentrated mainly
on the time interval used in booking surgery appointments, but some in-
formation was also collected about the length of surgery consultations
and home visits, the arrangements made for patients needing a longer
consultation than the normal booking interval, the relationship between
consultation lengt~ and outcome. and the procedure followed when the
doctor was unsure whether a follow-up consultation might be necessary.
In all of these latter areas. however. insufficient information was col-
















































Average length of surgery consultations and home visits
Li tt le di rest in formation was collected about the average length of surge ry
consultations (as opposed to the booking interval used in the appointment
system). but a crude indirect calculation Cim be made by dividing each
trainer's subjective estimate of the average time spent each I<eek on
surgery consultatio.ns (table 4.9) by his estimate of the average number
of patients seen each week (table 4.14). Calculated in this way, to.e
average time spent per patient included interruptions and breaks between
patients. The mean number of minutes spent per patient for all trainers
was 8.4. with individual estimates ranging from 4 minutes to 24 minutes
(table 6.3), A similar calculation was derived from the returns of the





Little direct information was collected about the average length of
home vi,;i ts, but an indirect calculation can be made. in the manner des-
cribed above, by dividing each trainer's subjective eGtimate of the aver-
age time spent oach week on home visi ts (including t ravelling time) by
his estimate of the average number of visits made. Calculated in this
way, the mean length of hona visits ranged widely from trainer to trainer.
from 10 ninutos to over H hours with an overall mean of 29 minutes and
a median of 25 minutes. No equivalent information was obtained in the
wi th a range of 3 to 15 minutes (table 6.3). The receptionists' estimate
was closer to the actual booking interval than that of the trainers,
although it is to be expected that the time estimated by trainers w·uld be
higher than either the actual booking interval or the receptionists' esti-
m3tes bared, on ~ormal consulting hours. There were no significant varia-
tions for either estimate among trainers with differing list sizes, although
th8re was a tendency for the average length to fall with increasing list
size. This is consistent with the findings in table n.I.
patients recorded during one week.
6.3.2
seoond mai ling.
The mean number of minutes was 7.6,
















Arrangements for patients needing a longer oonsul tation l:.han the normal
booking interval
Trainers were asked in the first mailing what arrangements they thought
should be made in an appointment system for patients who needed a longer
oonsultation than the booking interval allowed. In the seoond mailing
the receptionists were asked about the arrangements that were aotually
made in their praotices. The format of the questions allowed multiple
































the 155 trainers who replied to the first mailing thought that a further
appointment ought to be made (either as a single arrangement or in conjunc-
tion with other arrangements): 35% thought that the patient should be given
the time he needed, 28% thought that occasional gaps should be left in
the appointment boof; to allow for patients who needed -, longer consultation;
and 23!; thOllgilt. that the piltirmt should be boof,ed for 2 or more slots if
his need was known in adv<YlCe. The actual arrangements reported by the
receptionists were necessarily confineLl to instances in which patients were
known in advance to be likely to require a slightly longer consult.ation
than the normal bcoking interval. Eighty-six per cent of the receptionists
Hho replied t.o the second ,mailing said that patients were normally booked
in 2 or more slots, anLl on ly 13% said that gaps were left in the appoint.-
ment boof, •
Because of t.he multiple replies that were given by many t.l'ainers to t.hese
questions, an exact comparison between standards and performance is not
possible. However, a partial comparison can be made by taking some of the
pairings separately. Of those who replied to both mailings, 29 thought that
gaps should be left in the appointment book, of whom 5 reported that this
actually happened. Twenty two of the trainers thought that the patien~..
should be booked for two or three slots if the nRed was kno'"., in advance,
of whDm 16 said that such an arrangement waS actually followed in their
practices. The relationship between standards and performance was thus
somewhat variab le.
Relationship between consultation length and outcome
Trainers were asked in the first mailing to estimate the proportion of
consultations that they felt would produce a better outcome for the patients
if more time were available. Nineteen per cent thought that at least half
t.heir consultiltions would produce 2 better outcome with more time available,
and 22% thought that the proportion was less than one-tenth (table 6.5).
On average. just over a quarter of all consultations were thought likely to
produce a better outcome wit.h more time. There were, however, no consistent varia-
tions among the replies of trainers with differing list sizes, and there
was certainly no evidence that those with larger lists felt more handicapped






Procedure when 'l?ctor is unsure whether follow-up consultation is necessary
Trainers were asked in the first mailing what procedure they thought should
nornlqlly be fa llowed when the doctor was uncertain whether a follow-up
consult,ltion might be necessary. The replies are shown in table G.6.
Forty-threE' per cent of the 155 trainers who replied to tho first mailing
thought that the patient should be asked to make an appointment for a
further consultation only if he (the patient) felt it became necessary,
and 35% thought that the patient should be asked to make a provisional
appointment, whilst being told that he could cancel it if he felt it
became unnecessary. A small proportion (17%) favoured Making a firm
appointrr.ent, with no provision for cancellation. List size did not ap-
pear to be related to the responses.
Summary
In thio section, data from the pilot study in the Soutl-I East ThamAs region
havo t'een presentBd de,lUng with consultation length. This aspect of
practice Was solectod for inclusion in the study because of the wide-
spread bB1ief that .it might constitute a link between list size and
standards of care :i1 general practice. Using the booking interval as
a proxy measure of the length of consultations, the results from the
study offered some support for this belief. Both the mean standard and
actual booking. interval was lower for trainers with lists of 2,750 and
above than for t~lOse with lists of less than 2,250. However, the re-
lationship between the standard and the actual booking interval did not
differ consistently with list size. Irrespective of list size, almost
half of the trainers used a shorter booking interval than they thought
should be used, the average actual interval being more than 10% below
their own standard. One-fifth thought that at least half their consulta-
tions would produce a better outcome if more time were available. It
may also be recalled that 83% would have liked to spend more time on









































5-7 min'ute!l 19 43%) 10 56%) 15 33% 23 48%) 67 43%)
8 minutes 5 11%) 2 H%) 12 27%) 11 23%) 30 19%)
9 or more minutes 19 43%) 6 33%) 18 40%) 12 25%) 55 35%)
variab le 1 2%) 0 0 2 4%) 3 2%)
...
TDTAL 44 (100%) 18 (100%) 45 (100%) 48 (100%) 155 (100%)
...





4 or 5 mihutes 6 19%) 3 23%) 10 36%) 15 43%) 34 32%)
6 or 7 minutes 5 16%) 1 8%) 8 29%) 10 29%) 24 22%)
8 minut8s 8 26%) 4 30%) 6 21% ) 4 11%) 22 21%)
9 or more minutes 9 29%) 5 38%) 2 7%) 5 14%) 21 20%)
no answer/no booking
system 3 ( 10%) 0 2 ( 7%) 1 ( 3%) 6 ( 6%)






MEAN 7.5 7.8 6.5 6.7 7.0
1;( I
TABLE 6.2 BOOKING INTERVAL USED FOR ~;URGERY CONSULTATIONS: RlLATTONSHIP











Pe rfo rman ce s ijme
as standard 9 ( 29%) 6 ( 46%) 10 ( 36%) 10 ( 29%) 35 ( 33%)
Pe rfo rman ce bet ter
than standard 2 ( 6%) 4 ( 31%) 3 ( 11%) 6 ( 17%) 15 ( 14%)
Po rfo nnun ce wo rse
than stmdard 16 51% ) 3 ( 23%) 13 46%) 16 46%) 48 45%)
No cYlswer 4 13%) 0 2 7%) 3 8%) 9 B%)
TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
TABLE 6.3 MEAN .NUMBER OF MINUTES SPENT PER SURGERY CONSULTATION: ESTIMATES














































TABLE 6.4 ARRANGEMENTS THAT SHOULD BE MADE. AND WERE MADE. FOR PATIENTS NEEDING
























gaps left in ap-
pointment book 14 ( 32%) 9 ( 50%) 8 ( 18%) 12 ( 25%) 43 ( 28%)
patient given time
needed 18 ( 41%) 7 ( 39%) 16 ( 36%) 13 ( 27%) 54 ( 35%)
patient booked
for 2+ slots 10 ( 23%) 3 ( 17%} 12 ( 27%) 10 ( 21% ) 35 ( 23% )
furthe r appoint-




N (= 100%) 44 18 45 48 155
24 (77%) 13 (100%) 23 ( 82%) 32 (91%) 92 ( 86%)
4 ( 13%) 4 (14%) 4 (11%) 14 ( 13%)












































TABLE 6.5 ESTIMATED PROPORTION OF CONSULTATIONS THAT WUULD PRODUCE A tlt TTl:R

















10 23%) 3 17%) 10 22%) 7 15%) 30 19% )
8 18%) 4 22%) 15 33%) 11 23%) 38 25%)
13 30%) 5 28%) 9 20%) 19 40%) 46 30%)
10 23%) 5 28%) 9 20%) 10 21%) 34 22%)
3 7% ) 1 6%) 2 4%) 1 2%) 7 5%)
44 (100%) 18 (100%) 45 (100%) 48 (100%) 155 (100%)
I
TABLE 6.6 PROCEDURE THAT SHOULD NORMALLY BE USED IF DOCTOR IS UNSURE WHETHER












12 (27%) 11 (61%) 13 ( 29%) 18 (38%) 54 ( 35%)
Patient makes firm
appointment
PiJtient makes p ro-
visional appoint-
ment




necessary 23 52%) 7 (39%) 18 40%) 19 40%) 67 43%)
Other response 2 5%) o 3 7%) 2 4%) 7 5%)
TOTAL 44 (100%) 18 (If)O%) 45 (100%) 48 (100%) 155 (100%)
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THE RANGE OF SERVICES OFFERI:D THROUGH THE PRACTICE
given to most of the services. the variations among trainers with differ-
actually available in the practices of a majority of the 107 trainers
who replied to the second mailing. 8 of them being available in the practices
In the
The least available
Eleven of the 15 services were
In view of the large neasure of support
In this section the replies are onalyf,ed
of at least three-quarters of them (table 7.2).
(rath"r thm other meooers of the primary health care team).
ing list eizes were insignifican~.
during normal consultations.
by only 30~o of the trainers.
The availability of services
The replies to the questions of whether each service should be actively
pro'lloted and~ "ctually available are shown in tables 7.1 and 7.2. A
majority of the 155 trainers who replied to the first mailing thought that
all but one of the 15 listed services should be actively promoted in
general practice. with at least 90% favouring the promotion of 8 of them;
and at least 50% favouring the promotion of 14 of them (tOOle 7.Il. The ex-
ception was the provision of well-person check-ups. which was favoured
in three stages: thp. availal'ility of eelch f,ervice. the invol\lerr<mt of thl3
doctor in rrnviding the service, and the overall relationship between
standards and pe rfoman ce .
services. provided in the practices of fewer than half of the trainers, were
diabetes screening. physiotherapy, chiropody and well-person check-ups.
There were few large 01' systematic variations among trainers with differing
secQnd mailing trainers were asked whether each service was actually
available in their practices. and if so, who waS involved in its provision,
and whether the trainer'S own contribution was made in special sessions or
Introduction
The third aspect of practice with which the project is concerned is the
range of 3ervicf;s offered to patients through the practice. in addition
to tne basic services of surgery consultations and hone visits (para. 2.9),
In the first mailing trainers were presented with a list Qf 15 specific
sl3rvicos that might be provided in general practice. and they were asked
whether they thought each service should be actively promoted. and if so,
. ,






































list sizes in their provision of services, altllough tr,ose with l:'.sts
of less t.han 2,2',[J were less likely than the others to b" providing
hypertension screening, and those with lists of 2,750 and above less
likely to be providing minor casualty services.
The relationphip between standards and performance in the provision of
services is shown in tffile 7.3, which gives the percentage of trainers
in each lis t 5i~e g!'OUP whose ~rdctices wern fai ling to provide A
se:'vic8 that they felt should be actively promoted in general practice
l that is, whose performance was worse than their standards). Th8
p3ttern varied markedly from one service tCl anoth8r. f'or 5 of th8
15 s8rvj~eG, fewer than a tenth of the trdiners were failing to provide
a service that they thought should be promoted [antenatal care, family
planning, immunisation, cervical cytology an~ weight-control advice).
At tile other extreme, for 3 of the 15 services more than a third of
the trainers were failing to provide a service that they thought should
be promoted (diroetes Gcreening, physiotherapy, and chiropody). There
were quite large variations among trainers with differing list sizes, but
they \VBre not, for the most part, cons~stent variations. Since trainers
\Vith lists of less than 2,250 were less likely than the others to be
providing /Iypertension screening, they .Jere correspondil-.gly more liKely
to have " worse performance than standard. Uut there was no eviden ce
to support the propoaition th"t lArger lists (or, for that metter, smaller
lists) are corwistently associated with a reduced likelihood of providing
services that ought to be provided.
The involvenen,t of the doctor in the p"ovision of services
In the fimt cliJiling, trainers who thought that each of the specified
services should "0 provided .Jere further asked whether they thought that
th" doctol' should be t~e main person involved in providing it. In the
second mailing trainers who were actually providing each service were
asked who in the practice provided the service, and w/lether t~eir own
contribution weS duri ng normal consultations or during special sessions.
Table 7.4 sha-ls the replies. The first colum shows the percentagos
of trair,er5 in the first mailing who thought that th8 doctor should be
the main person involved, and U,e second column shows the percElltages
























The results are shown in table 7.5 •
i performunce sarTP as sLJndard (l.hi-lt is. when! the
However no in-
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The proportions with the same performance as standard
This involvement frequently included nurses and partners
iii performance worse than standard (that is, where the
service was not provided ,Jt all, but the trainer
thought it should be, either by the doctor or some
other member of the team) •
ii performance better than standard (that is, where the
service Was actually provided, either by the doctor
or some other member of the team, but the trainer
thought it should not be),
trainer thought that the service should be pro-
vided, and was actually providing it in his or her
prqctice, either by the doctor or some other member
of the team);
The relationship between standards and performance
The relationship between the standards and the performance of the 107
trainers who replied to both mailings was classified, for each of the
15 services, into three groups:
that the doctor should be the main person involved .
of trainers WilD actui'llly involved in providing the serviens thdrl thoLJghL
service .
The most consistent feature of table 7.5 is the nil or very low pro-
portions of trainers with a better performmce than the standards they
had set. In other words, very few of the trainers were actually providing
services that they did not feel should be actively promoted in general
practice. The proportions of trainers wi th a worse performance than
standard ranged from zero (in the case of mtenatal care, family planning
md immunisation) to over 50% (in the case of diabetes screening and
formation was sought about the actual division of work between trainers,
partners, and other members of the team, and it is possible that the














































were almost a mirror-image of the proportions with a worse performance.
ranging from 100% in case of these three services to 43% for diabetes
screening. The services for which the highest proportionc, of trainers
fell short of their standards weru those of an innovative nature (such
as hypertension and diabetes screening) which are increasingly regarded
as desirable but not yet fully attainable, and those (such as physio-
therapy and chiropody) which require the co-operation of authorities
beyond generpl practic~.
The distribution by list size of trainers with a worse performance than
standard was discussed in 'para. 7.2.2. where it was noted that. wi th the
exception of a relatively large proportion of trainers with small list
sizes (less than 2,250\ who had a worse performance than standard in the
provision of hypertension screening. there was no consistent association
with list size. The same conclusion holds good for trainers with the
same performance and a different performance to the standard: although
qui te large variations occurred among those with differing list sizes,
there was no systematic tendency for those wi th either larger or smaller









In this section, data from the pilot study in the South East Thames region
have been presented dealing with the range of services offered through
7.5
7.5.1




of the possibility that practitioners with larger lists would have insuffi-
cient time to [lrovide the variety of services that they might wish. The
results offer very little support for this possibi li ty.
There was quite widespread agreement among the trainers that most of
the 15 specified servicp,s should be actively promoted in general practice:
indeed. all but three of the services (physiotherapy. chiropody aBd well-
person check-ups) were supported by at least three-quarters of the trainers.
and eight were supported by at least 90%. Moreover. most of the trainers
were actually providing most of the services although the proportion of
trainers who thought that each service should be provided was usually















































The relationsnip between standords and performance at the level of
the i<idividual trainer varied considerably from service to service:
it was strong for antenat;;l care, family planning, immunisation and
cervical cytology. but it was quite weak for diabetes screening,
pr,ysiotherapy. chiropody and hypertension screening. However. although
qui t .. a large proportion of the trainers were failing to provide a
service thot they felt should be promoted. there was no gen8ral ten-
dency for these trainers to have the largest lists .
T/\BLE 7.1
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PEI~C[NTAGE OF TRAINERS WHO THOUGIIT THAT SPECIFIC SERVICEc; SHLJULU












Antenatal care 100 100 100 100 100
Anti-smoking i1dvice 98 89 91 S6 94
Fami ly planning 100 100 98 100 99
Immunisation 100 94 100 WO 99
Cervical cytology 98 100 100 101J 99
HypRrtension screening 95 100 98 98 97
DJ. abeti c care 100 94 96 100 ge
We l1-ba~y caru 93 78 89 92 90
l,ei ght- c:Jnt ro 1 advi ce 91 89 84 Q2 89
Minor casualty 82 78 71 75 76
Oi abetes screening 84 94 87 85 86
Counselling 80 78 80 79 79
Physiotherapy 66 72 67 67 67
Chi ropody 50 61 44 60 53










































































































































































TAElLE 7.3 THE PROVISION OF SPECIFIC SERVICES IN GENERAL PRACTICE: PERCENTAGE
OF TRAINERS FAILING TO PROVIDE A SERVICE THAT THEY FELT SHOULD B~













Antenatal Cule 0 n 0 0 0
An ti-smoking advi CB 17 33 14 14 17
~ arn-'_]y ~lanning 0 0 0 0 0
Immunisation 0 0 0 0 C
Cer-vi cdl cytology 3 [l 0 3 2
, /:"J3rtellsion screening 45 15 25 26 30
Oi ooeti c care 29 31 14 15 21
Well-baby care 26 8 7 20 17
Weight--control advice 13 17 7 3 9
11inor casual ~y 19 31 11 34 24
Diabetes sCI'1?F::~ning 61 46 57 46 53
Counsolling 24 17 27 12 20
Physiot he rapy 58 69 46 44 52
Chiropody 33 38 29 41 35
































PERCENTAGE OF TRAINERS WHO THOUGHT THAT THE DOCTOR SHOULD BE, AND
WHO WERE THEMSELVES PERSONALLY INVOLVED IN, THE PROVISION OF SPECIFIC
SERVICES


































I mmun i 5 ation
Cervical cytology
Hypertension screening




























they were personally involved


















THE RANGE OF SERVICES OFFERED THROUGH THE PRACTICE, PERCENTAGE OF










An ttmataI .;are 100 0 0 106
Anti-smoking advice 80 3 17 104
f,lmi ly planning 100 fJ 0 106
lmmunislltion lfJfJ IJ U IIJ7
Cervical cytology 97 1 2 107
Hypertension screening 69 1 30 107
Diabetic care 79 D 21 105
Well-baby care 80 3 17 107
Weight-control advice 80 11 9 104
Minor casualty 73 3 24 106
Diabetes screening 43 4 53 107
Counselling 71 9 20 101
Physintherapy 46 2 52 106
Chiropody 61 4 35 105





















SPECIAL CARE OF THE HOUSEBOUND CHRONICALLY ILL
Introduction
The fourth aspect of practice with which the project is concerned is the
special arrangements made for the care of housebound chronically ill
were: regular visiting by the doctor; regular Visiting by the district
nurse or health visitor; the maintenance of an at-risk register of vulner-
able patients, a special system for the regular review of medication;
meetings of members of the primary health care team to review and co-ordinate
care; and the ~rovisinn by the practice of transport to the surgery •
The arrangements
In the second mailing trainers were asked whether
In the first mailing trainers were asked to indi-
each arrangement was actually made in their practices •
patients (para. 2.9).
it should be provided' •
cate how strongly they felt that certain special arrangements should be
made in general practice for these patients, in addition to the usual
care given when patients request a consultation. Six particular arrange-
ments were presentod. and trainers were asked to record their responses on
a six-point scale. Point 1 was defined as 'I feel very strongly that it

























cent of the 107 trainers who replied to the second mailing said they actually
visited their housebound chronically ill patients regularly, and 31% said
Regular visiting by the doctor
The trainers' ratings of the importance of the regular visiting of house-
bound chronically ill patients by the doctor, and their actual pattern of
visiting, are shown in table 8.1. Although not shown in the table, the
scale scores of the 154 trainers in the first mailing who expressed an
opinion were widely distributed: 20 trainers (13%) chose point 1; 32 (21%)
chose point 2; 27 (18%) chose point 3, 34 ( 22%) chose point 4; 25 (16%)











chose point 5; and 16 (10%) chose point 6.
they usually visited only when requested.
The mean s cores did not vary
Fifty-five per
Trainers with lists of less
...
..




8.2.2 The analysis of the relationship between the trainers' standards and their
performance in their.visiting of housebound chronically ill patients is




If, however, it is assumed that those who chose points 1 or 2 on the scale
were generally not in favour of regular visiting by the doctor, and that
those who chose points 5 or 6~ substantially in favour of regular
visiting, then a limited comparison is possible. Of the 107 trainers who
replied to both
points 5 or 6.
groups:
mailings, 35 chose points 1 or 2 on the scale and 26 chose
These 61 trainers were then classified into three
•
•
i performance same as standard (that is, those who were
not in favour of regular visiting and were not actually
visiting, together with those who were in favour and
were visiting),
ii performance better than standard (that is, those who
were not in favour but~ visiting),
iii performance worse than standard (that is, those who
were in favour but were not visiting).
,
..
The distribution is shown in table 8.2 Overall, 62% of these trainers had
the same performance as the standard they had set, 18% had a better standard,
and 5% had a worse standard. A small number of trainers could not be classi-
fied on the basis of their answers to the 'performance' question. With these











Only one chose point 1; 7 (4%) chose point 2; 11 (7%)para. 8.2.1).
chose point 3; 24 (15%) chose point 4; 61 (40%) chose point 5; and 51 (33%)
chose point 6. The mean scores show that the trainers rated the regular
visiting by nurses as more important than visiting themselves, although
there were no significant variations among the mean scores of trainers with
differing list sizes. Of the 107 trainers who replied to the second mailing,
80 (75%) said that the district nurse(s) or health visitor(s) in their
Regular visiting by the district nurse or health visitor
The trainers' ratings of the importance of the regular visiting of house-
bound chronically ill patients by the district nurse or health visitor, and
actual pattern of visiting in their practices, are shown in table 8.3 The
scale scores of the 155 trainers who replied to the first mailing were less




replied to both mailings. 12 chose points 1 or 2 on the scale. and 52 chose
The relationship between standards and performance was analysed in the same
standard they had set, and fewer than 10% had either a better or a worse
Trainers with
The mean scores
Of the 107 trainers who
The distribution of this subset of 64 trainers is shown in
The distribution of this subset of 84 trainers is shown
Overall. 77% of the trainers had the same performance as the
There were no marked variations among trainers with differing
Overall. 38% had the same performance as the standard they had
points 5 or 6.
table 8.6.
way as for the other arrangements (para. 8.2.2).
set: 8% had a better standard; and 55% had a worse standard.
lists of 2,250-2.499 were less likely than the others to have the same
performance as their standard and correspondingly more like to have a worse
performance .
4, 36 (23%) chose point 5, and 40 (26%) chose point 6.
show that the trainers generally regarded the keeping of such a register
as less important than regular visiting by the nurse but more important than
regular visiting by the doctor. Trainers with lists of less than 2,500
had somewhat higher mean scores than those with lists about 2.500. Overall,
31% of the 107 trainers who replied to the second mailing reported that they
actually kept a register. but there were no consistent variations among
trainers with differing list sizes.
performance .
At-risk register of vulnerable patients
The trainers' ratings of the importance of keeping an at-risk register of
vulnerable housebound chronically ill patients. and their actual practice
in this regard. are shown in table 8.5. The scale scores of the 152 trainers
in the first mailing who expressed an opinion were quite widely dispersed:
17 (11%) chose points 1 or 2, 27 (17%) chose point 3; 32 (21%) chose point
list sizes. particularly when those whose replies could not be classified are
omi tted.
points 5 or 6.
in table 8.4 •
The relationship between standards and performance was analysed in the same
way as for visiting by the doctor (para. 8.2.2). Of the 107 trainers who
replied to both mailings. 7 chose points 1 or 2 on the scale, and 77 chose
practices did visit the housebound chronically ill patients regularly.















































Special system for the regular review of medication
The trainers' ratings of the importance of a special system for the regular
review of the medications of housebound chronically ill patients, and their
actual practice in this regard, are shown in table 8.7. The scale scores of
the 154 trainers in the first mailing who expressed an opinion were almost ~
as widely dispersed as in the case of an at-risk register (see para. 8.4.1).
Thirteen trainers (8%) chose points 1 or 2, 21 (14%) chose point 3, 23 (15%)
chose point 4, 34 (22%) chose point 5, and 63 (41%) chose point 6. The
mean scores show that the trainers generally rated the importance of a medica-
tion review system a little more highly than an at-risk register. but there
was no consistent association with list size. Overall, 45% of the 107 trainers
who replied to the second mailing reported that they actually used a review
system for housebound chronically ill patients, the proportion being somewhat
higher among those with larger (more than 2.500) lists than smaller lists.
Some trainers thought that their system of repeat prescription cards was
adequate and in fact 75% used this system in their practice.
..
8.5.2. The relationship between standards and performance was analysed in the same ~
way as for the other arrangements (para. 8.2.2). Of the 107 trainers who replie~
to both mailings, 12 chose points 1 or 2 on the scale, and 61 chose points 5 or
6. The distribution of this sub-set of 73 trainers is shown in table 8.8.
Overall, 51% of these trainers had the same performance as the standard they
had set; 5% had a better performance, and 44% had a worse performance. Oitfer-





Meetings of members of the primary health care team to review and co-ordinate
care
The trainers' ratings of the importance of regular and informal meetings of
members of the primary health care team to review and co-ordinate the care of




Scale pointsTrainers rated informal meetings higher than regular meetings.
1 or 2 were chosen by 17% for regular meetings and 12% for informal meetings.
In the second mailing trainers were asked about their actual contacts with
nurses. distinguishing between nurses working mainly in the practice, in the ..
dist~ict, and health visitors. Overall, 36% reported regular meetings with
the district nurse and 36% wi th the health visitor, compared with 89', and 80% ..
who reported frequent informal meetings with district nurses and health ..
visi tors respecti ve ly. Regular iTIeetings wi th the practice nurse were reported
•
manee was 15% for health visitors, 6% far district nurses, and 32% for practice
nurses. There were no consistent variations among trainers with differing list
siz8s.
than for other nurses, but they are explained almost entirely by the relatively
fewer number of trainers with practice nurses than with ONs or HVs. A com-
parison by list size shows that trainers with lists of less than 2,250 were
mere likely to report both regular and informal contacts, and they also had a
higher rating of the importance of such contacts •
With regard to informal meetings of team members, 12 of the 107 trainers who
replied to both mailings chose points 1 or 2 on the scale and 75 chose
points: or 6. The distribution of this sub-set of 87 trainers is shown in
table 8.12. Overall, the proportion who had the same performance as their
standard was much higher than for regular meetings: 84% for informal meetings
with the district nurse, 79% for meetings with the health visitor, and 61%
The provision of transport to the surgery
The trainers' ratings of the importance of provision by the practice of
transport to the surgery for housebound chronically ill patients, and their
actual arrangements, are shown in table 8.13. The scale scores of the 155
trainers who replied to the first mailing were widely dispersed: 41 (26%)
chose point 1; 38 (25%) chose point 2, 28 (18%) chose point 3, 26 (17%)
There were no clear varia-
These are lower proportion"
The proportion with a worse perfor-
77
for meetings with the practice nurse.
tions with list size.
with the district nurse or health visitor (37%).
The relationship between standards and performance waS analysed in the same
way as for the other arrangements (para. 8.2.2). With regard to regu~
meetings of team members, 16 of the 107 trainers who replied to both mailings
chose points 1 or 2 on the scale and 54 chose points 5 or 6. The distribu-
tion of this sub-set of 70 trainers is shown in table 8.11. For reasons
explained in the previous paragraph, the picture is a little different between
the practice nurse on the one hand and the district nurse and health visitor
on the other, although not as marked in this region as in some of the others.
Sixty per cent of this sub-set of trainers had the same performance as their
standard in their meetings with the district nurse and 59% in their meetings
with the health visitor, compared with 50% in their meeting with the practice
nurse. Conversely, a slightly higher proportion of the trainers had a worse
performance than standard in their meetings with the practice nurse (49%) than










































chose point 4, 15 (10%) chose point 5;and 7 (5%) chose point 6. The mean
scores show that the trainers rated the importance of transport less highly
than any of the mther arrangements (including regular visiting by the doctor),
and there were no consistent variations in the score of trainers with differing
list sizes. Only one of the 107 trainers who replied to the second mailing
was actually providing transport to the surgery for his housebound chronically
ill patients.
The relationship between standards and performance was analysed in the same
way as for the other arrangements (see para. 8.2.2). Of the 107 trainers
who replied to both mailings. 55 chose point 1 or 2 on the scale, and 8 chose
points 5 or 6. The distribution of this sub-set of 63 trainers is shown in
I




than the standard they had set; 86% had the same performance (these consis-
ting almost entirely of trainers who gave a low rating to the provision of
transport and who were themselves not providing any), and 13% had a worse
[Jerfurmane", thall their stdnddlod. There were no significant variations
among trainers with differing list sizes.
Summary
In this section, data from the pilot study in the South East Thames region
have been presented dealing with six different arrangements for the special
care of housebound chronically ill patients. The trainers' standards were
elidted through the use of a rating scale on which they indicated the im-
portance they attached to the provision of each arrangement. This method of
categorising the trainers' standards did not enable an exact comparisoll to be
made with their actual performance, but by focusing the analysis on those who
clustered at the extremes of the scale, a reasonable comparison was possible
for sub-sets of the trainers. The central theme emerging from the data is
that of variability.





di ff8rently. The highest importunce was attached to regular visiting by
U. 13. 3
the district nurse or health visitor, and the lowest importance was givon to
the provision of transport to the sureery.
Second, the trainer., differed considerably among themselves in their ratings
of oach arrangement. In all but one of the arrangements the scores ranged
across all six points of the scale. and in some cases (notably the provision
79
Fourth, the relationship between performance and standards varied within and
of transport to the surgery, rogular review meetings of members of the
primurY health care team, and regular visiting by the doctor) there WiJS a
considerab le difference of opinion about their importance .
equally into those wi th the same and a worse performanoe than standard in
maintaining a system of 'medication review, they were overwhelmingly concen-
trater! among those with the same performance as standard in the provision
Moreover, the proportion of trainers with a
For example. whereas the trainers divided almost
of transport to the surgery .
betw8en each arrangement.
worSE performance than the standard they had set ranged from 13% (for the
provision of transport) to 55% (for the maintenance of an at-risk register) .
As in the previous section on th8 range of servioes offered through the
practioe (see para. 7.5.3), the results presented here show a certain
failure among some trainers to achieve the level of performance they would
wish .
Third, the trainers differed in the actual provision of some of the arrange-
ments within their own practices. There was virtually no variation in the
provision of transport to the surgery (which WaS not provided by all but one
of tha trainer~) and little variation in regular visiting by the district
nurse or health visitor (which ~ done in the practioes of 71% of the
trainers); but it was rather more marked in the other arrangements. Just over
hal f of the trdiners said that they visited their housebound chronically
ill patients regularly, just under half did not. One-third said they kept
an at-risk register of vulnerable patients, two-thirds did not. Just under
half said they had a system for the regular review of medications, just over
half did not.
Fifth, however, there were~ signifioant or systematio variations, in
ei ther standards, performanoe or the relationship hetween them. among
trainers with differing' list sizes. There is oertainly no evidenoe in
this s8otion to nupport the proposition that dootors with larger lists are
generally less likely than those with smal18r lists to attain the standards
they set for themselves. As in the previous seotion, the oonolusion must
be drawn that'the large degree of variability in the data was not oonsistently













































IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR VISITING RY DOCTOR, AND ACTUAL ARR~~GEMENTS FO~















































TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (IOO%) 28 (100%) 35 (l00%) 107 (lOO%)
..
TABLE 8.2 RFGULAR VISITING BY DOCTOR OF HOUSEBOUND CHRONICAllY ILL PATIENTS:
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND STANDARDS
PERSONAL LIST SIZE
NOTE: this table excludes 46 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale
of the importance of regular visi ting by the doctor.
Performance same
as standard 12 ( 63%) 5 ( 83%) 10 ( 56%) 11 ( 61%) 38 ( 62%)
Pe rfo rman CB better
tI,en s t"ndard 3 ( 16%) 1 ( 17%) 4 ( 22%) 3 ( 17%) 11 ( 18%)
Performapce worse
than standard 2 11%) 0 0 1 6%) 3 5%)
Not classifiable 2 11%) 0 4 ( 22%) 3 17%) 9 15%)




































TABlE 8.2 IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR VISITING BY THE DISTRICT NURSE OR HEALTH
VISITOR, AND ACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR VISITING, OF HOUSEBOUND
CHRONICALLY ILL PATIENTS
PERSONAL LIST SIZE
less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
2,250 2,499 _2 ,749 and above
IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR
VISITING BY oN/HV
mean scale score 4.8 4.8 5.0 4.8 4.9
(n umber of ,cases (44) (8) (45) (48) 055 J
ACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS
oN/HV visits
regularly 22 71%) 11 85%) 21 75%) 26 74%) 80 75%J
other responses 9 29%) 2 15%J 7 25%J 9 26%) 27 25%J
TOTAL 31 (1oo%J 13 (100% J 28 Ooo%J 35 000% ) 107 (100%J
TABLE 8.4 REGULAR VISITING BY DISTRICT NURSE OR HEALTH VISITOR OF HOUSEBOUND





















PERFORMAN CE AND less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
STANDARDS 2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
Perforr.lance same
as standard 20 ( 74%) 8 ( 89%) 18 ( 82%J 19 ( 73% ) 65 ( 77%)
Performance better
than standard 3 ( l1%J 0 0 1 [ 4%) 4 ( 5%)
Performance worse
than standard 0 1 ( l1%J 1 5%) 5 19% ) 7 8%)
Not c1assi fiab1e 4 ( 15%) 0 3 14%J 1 4%) 8 10%)
TOTAL 27 (100% ) 9 (100% ) 22 (100%J 26 Ooo%J 84 (100% J
NOTE: this table excludes 23 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale
of importance of regular visiting by the nurse .
82
TABLE 8.5 IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING AN AT-RISK REGISTER OF VULNERABLE HOUSEBOUND













mean 5 cale score 4.6 4.5 4.0 4.3 4.4
(n urrbe r of cases) (44) (17l (45) (46) (152 )
ACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS
register kept 12 39%) 3 23% ) 10 36%) 8 23%) 33 31 %)
register not kept 19 61%) 10 77%) 18 64% ) 27 77%J 74 fJ9 %)
TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
TABLE 8.6 MAINTENANCE OF AN AT-RISK REGISTER OF VULNERABLE HOUSEBOUND




PERFORMANCE AND less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
STANDARDS 2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
Pe rfo rman ce 5 arne
as standard 9 ( 45%) 2 ( 20%) 6 ( 40%) 7 ( 37%) 24 ( 38%)
Performance better
than standard 1 ( 5%) 1 ( 10%) 3 ( 20%) 0 5 ( B%)
Performance worse
















20 (100%) 10 (100%) 15 (100%) 19 (100%) 64 (100%)
this table excludes 43 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale









TABLE 8.7 IMPORTANCE OF A SPECIAL SYSTEM FOR THE REGULAR REVIEW OF THE















rrean scale score 4.8 4.6 4.5 4.9 4.7
(number of cases) (44) (8) (45) (47l (54)
ACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS
system used 10 32%) 4 31%) 14 50%) 20 57%) 48 45%)







TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
~ TABLE 8.8 USE OF A SPECIAL SYSTEM FOR THE REGULAR REVIEW OF THE MEDICATIONS
OF HOUSEBOUND CHRONICALLY ILL PATIENTS: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN




PERFORMANCE AND less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
STANDARDS 2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
Performance same
as standard 13 ( 54%) 3 ( 33%) 7 ( 44%) 14 ( 58% ) 37 ( 51%)
Performance better
than standard 1 ( 4%) 0 2 ( 13%) 1 ( 4%) 4 ( 5%)
Performance worse
than standard 1O( 42%) 6 ( 67%) 7 ( 44% ) 9 ( 38%) 32 ( 44%)









NOTE: this table excludes 34 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale
of importance of reviewing medication •
84
Ill!
TABLE 8.9 IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR MEETINGS OF MEMBERS OF THE PRIMARY HEALTH llli
CARE TEAM TO REVIEW AND CD-ORDINATE THE CARE OF HOUSEBOUND CHRONICALLY



























practice nurse 32% 8% 14% 23% 21%
district nurse 55% 8% 25% 37% 36%
health visitor 58% 8% 21% 37% 36%
















TABLE 8.lD IMPORTANCE OF INFORMAL MEETINGS OF MEMBERS OF THE PRIMARY HEALTH CAFlt
TEAM TO REVIEW AND CO-ORDINATE THE CARE OF HOUSEBOUND CHRONICALLY ILL




































practice nurse 71% 46% 61% 63% 63%
district nurse 97% 92% 79% 89% 89%














REGULAR MEETINGS OF MEMBERS OF THE PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM TO
REVIEW AND CD-ORDINATE THE CARE OF HOUSEBOUND CHRONICALLY ILL




















































performance same 52% 29% 63% 71% 59%
perfc rman CB bettor 13% 0 0 0 4%
performance worse 35% 71% 37% 29% 37%
..
..
r, [= 100%) 23 7 16 24 70
NOTE: This table excludes 37 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale











.. TABLE 8.12 INFORMAL MEETINGS OF MEMBERS OF THE PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM TO
REVIEW AND CO-ORDINATE THE CARE OF HOUSEBOUND CHRONICALLY ILL
.. PATIENTS: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND STANDARDS
..
..
.. PERSONAL LIST SIZE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
.. PERFORMANCE AND less than 2.250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
.. STANDARDS 2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
..
.. PRACTICE NURSE
- performance same 74% 50% 45% 64% 61%
..
performance better 7% 0 14% 4% 7%
-





.. performance same 85% 90% 82% 82% 84%
- performance better 15% 10% 4% 11% 10%
..





performance same 85% 90% 77% 71% 79%
..
.. performance better 7% 0 4% 7% 6%
-
performance worse 7% 10% 18% 21% 15%
..
..
.. N (= 100%) 27 10 22 28 87
..
..
.. NOTE: this table excludes 20 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale







TABLE 8.13 IMPORTANCE OF PROVISION OF TRANSPORT TO THE SURGERY FOR HOUSEBOUND


























transport provided 1 ( 3%) o o o 1 ( 1%)
transport not
provided 30 (97%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 106 ( 99%)
TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%) III
III
TABLE 8.14 THE PROVISION OF TRANSPORT TO THE SURGERY FOR HOUSEBOUND CHRONICALLY





PERFORMANCE AND less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
STANDARDS 2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
Performance same
as standard 15 ( 78%) 7 ( 88%) 14 ( 88%) 18 ( 90%) 54 ( 86%)
Performance better
than standard 1 ( 5%) 0 0 0 1 ( 2%)
Performance worse
than standard 3 ( 16%) 1 ( 12%) 2 ( 12%) 2 ( 10%) 8 ( 13% )
...
...
TOTAL 19 (100%) 8 (100%) 16 (100%) 20 (100%) 63 (100%)
NOTE: this table excludes 44 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale of
89
SPECIAL CARE OF THE ELDERLY
The analysis of the relationship between the trainers' standards and their
performance is complicated by the lack of direct comparability between the
were asked about the arrangements that were actually made in the trainers'
practices; but a comparison between standards and performance has been pos-
sible in only three cases. They are: the maintenance of an at-risk register
of vulnerable patients, the provision of clinics for elderly patients, and
the provision by the practice of transport to the surgery •
In the second mailing questionsstrongly that it should be provided' •
mean scores were very similar to those for the corresponding question in
the case of housebound chronically ill patients (see table 8.5), and
although there were some variations among the scores of trainers with
differing list sizes, they were not systematically related to list size •
Overall, 24% of the 107 trainers who replied to the second mailing said that
they actually kept a register - a slightly lower proportion than those who
reported keeping a register of vulnerable housebound chronically ill patients •
Again, however, there were no systematic variations among trainers with
differing list sizes, although those with lists of more than 2,500 patients
were less likely than the others to keep a register •
At-risk register of vulnerable patients
The trainers' ratings of the importance of keeping an at-risk register of
vulnerable elderly patients, and their actual practice, are shown in table
9.1. Although not shown in the table, the scale scores of the 151 trainers
in the first mailing who expressed an opinion were fairly well distributed:
11 trainers (7%1 chose points 1 or 2, 25 (17%) chose point 3; 40 (26%)
chose point 4; 35(23%) chose point 5; and 40 (26%) chose point 6. The
Introduction
The fifth aspect of practice with which the project is concerned is the
special arrangements made for the care of the elderly patients (para. 2.9) •
In the first mailing trainers were asked to indicate how strongly they felt
that certain special arrangements should be made in general practice for
these patients, in addition to the usual care given when patients request
a consultation. A similar set of arrangements was presented as in the case
of housebound chronically ill patients (para. 8.1.11, with the addition
of special clinics for the elderly. Trainers were asked to record their
responses on a six-point scale, point 1 being defined as 'I feel very












































two questions. If, however. it is assumed that trainers who chose points
1 or 2 on the scale were generally not in favour of such a register. and
that those who chose points 5 or 6 were substantially in favour. then a
limited comparison is possible. Of the 107 trainers who replied to both
mailings r 7 chose points 1 or 2 on the scale, and 52 chose points 5 or 6.





performance same as standard (that is, those who
were not in favour of a register and who did not keep
one, together with those who were in favour and did
keep one);
performance better than standard (that is. those
who were not in favour but were keeping a register);
performance worse than standard (that is, those who




The distribution is shown in table 9.2 Overall. 37% of these trainers had
the same performance as the standard they had set; 61% had a worse perfor-
mance, and the small remainder of 2% had a better performance. These pro-
portions are very similar to those in the corresponding case of house-
bound chronically ill patients (see table 8.6). Although the numbers are
small. there was a slight tendency for trainers with lists of 2.750 and
above to be more likely to have a worse performance than standard compared
with those with smaller lists.
Special clinics for the elderly
The trainers' ratings of the importance of special clinics for elderly
patients, and their actual practice in this regard, are shown in table 9.3.
In general. the 149 trainers in the first mailing who expressed an opinion
were not in favour of special clinics: 38 of them (26%) chose point 1 on
the scale; 65 (41%) chose points 2 or 3, and only 17 (11%) chose points
5 or 6. Many trainers felt that it would be a mistake to treat the healthy
elderly as a special group. The overall mean score was as low as for any of
the other arrangements for either elderly or housebound chronically ill
patients. and there were no significant variations among the mean scores
of trainers with differing list sizes. Moreover. only 3 of the 107 trainers
who replied to the second mailing reported that they actually held special
91
clinics for elderly patients •
The relationship between standards and performance was analysed in the same
way as for the other arrangements (see para. 9.2.2). Of the 107 trainers
The relationship between standards and performance was analysed in the same
way as for the other arrangements (see para. 9.2.2). Of the 107 trainers
who replied to both mailings, 53 chose points 1 or 2 on the scale, and 14
There were no variations by list
The distribution of this sub-set of 67 trainers is
Overall, 79% of these trainers had the same performance
had set, 19% had a worse performance, and just one
performance •
both mailings, 56 chose points 1 or 2 on the scale, and 10
or 6. The distribution of this sub-set of 66 trainers is
9.4. Overall, 89% of these trainers had the same performance
chose points 5 or 6 •
shown in table 9.6
as the standard they






In this section, data from the pilot study in the South East Thames
region have been presented dealing with three different arrangements
for the special care of elderly patients. The trainers' standards were
elicited through the use of a rating scale on which they indicated the
importance they attached to the provision of each arrangement. This
method of categorising the trainers' standards did not enable an exact
comparison to be made with their actual performance, but by focusing the
analysis on those clustered at the extremes of the scale, a reasonable
The provision of transport to the surgery
The trainers' ratings of the importance of provision by the practice of
transport to the surgery for elderly patients, and their actual practice
in this regard, are shown in table 9.5. The scale scores of the 150
trainers in the first mailing who expressed an opinion were concentrated
towards the lower end: 76 (51%) chose point 1 or 2, 52 (35%) chose points
3 or 4, and 22 (15%) chose points 5 or 6. The mean scores were similar to
those for the corresponding question about housebound chronically ill
patients. Only one of the 107 trainers who replied to the second mailing
was actually providing transport to the surgery for his elderly patients •
as their standard (most of these being trainers who neither favoured nor
provided special clinics), and the remaining 11% had a worse performance.











































comparison was possible for sub-sets of the trainers. As in the previous
section, the central theme of the data is that of variability.
First, the trainers rated the importance of each of the three arrange-
ments differently. The maintenance of an at-risk register was rated higher
than special clinics for the elderly or transport provided by the practice.
Second, the trainers differed considerably among themselves in their
ratings of each arrangement: in each case, for example, the scores
ranged across all six points of the scale.
Third, the trainers differed in the actual provision of some of the
arrangements within their own practices. There was little variation
in the provision of special clinics and of transport to the surgery
(which were not provided by 97% and 99% of the trainers respectively),
but there was more variation in the maintenance of an at-risk register.
Fourth, however, there were ~ significant or systematic variations in
either standards, performance, or the relationship between them, among
trainers with differing list sizes. The large degree of variability
observed in the data is not, for the most part, related to the numbers

























- mean scale score 4.4 4,6 4.2 4.7 4.5
-




register kept 11 35%) 4 31%) 5 18%) 6 ( 17%) 26 24%)
-
register not kept 20 65%) 9 69%) 23 82%) 29 ( 83% ) 81 76%)
-
-
TOTAL 31 (100%) 13 (100%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 107 (100%)
TABLE 9.2 MAINTENANCE OF AN AT-RISK REGISTER OF VULNERABLE ELDERLY PATIENTS:























as standard 8 ( 47%) 3 ( 38%) 5 ( 56%) 6 ( 24%) 22 ( 37~~ )
Performance better
than standard 1 ( 6%) 0 0 0 1 ( 2%)
Performance worse









NOTE: this table excludes 48 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale of
the importance of keeping an at-risk register of vulnerable elderly
patients.
94
















mean scale scores 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.7 2.7
(number of cilses) (42) Cl?) (43) (47) Cl49)
ACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS
clinics held 0 0 2 7%) 1 3%) 3 3%)




TOTAL 31 ClOO%) 13 ClOO%) 28 (100%) 35 (100%) 10 7 (100%) I
"III




PERFoRMP,NCE AND less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
STANDARDS 2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
Performance same
as standard 16 ( 89%) 5 ( 83%) 18 ( 95%) 20 ( 87%) 59 ( 89%)
Performance better
than standard 0 0 0 0 0
Performance worse





TOTAL 18 (100%) 6 (100%) 19 (100% J 23 (100%) 66 (lOo~,)
III
NOTE: this table excludes 41 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale






TABLE 9.5 IMPORTANCE OF PROVISION OF TRANSPORT TO THE SURGERY FOR ELDERLY






less than 2,250- 2,500- 2,750 TOTAL
2,250 2,499 2,749 and above
-
- IMPORTANCE OF PROVISION
- OF TRANSPORT
- mean scale score 2.7 2.5 3.1 2.4 2.7
-




- transport provided 1 ( 3%) 0 0 0 1 ( 1%)
- transport not
-








TABLE 9.6 THE PROVISION OF TRANSPORT TO THE SURGERY FOR ELDERLY PATIENTS:
























as standard 15 ( 75%) 7 ( 88%) 12 ( 80%) 19 ( 79%) 53 ( 79%)
Performance better
than standard 1 ( 5%) 0 0 0 1 ( 1%)
Performance worse
than standard 4 ( 20%) 1 ( 12%) 3 ( 20%) 5 ( 21%) 13 ( 19%)
•
-




NOTE: this table excludes 40 trainers who chose points 3 or 4 on the scale
of importance of providing transport for elderly patients.
10.2.2 Because of the mUltiple replies that were given by some trainers to the
'performance' question, an exact comparison between standards and perfor-
mance is not possible. However. a partial comparison can be made by taking
each pairing separately. Of the 107 trainers who replied to both mailings.
none thought that the doctor should normally see the patient each time before
issuing a repeat prescription. but 6 actually did so. Forty-nine thought
that the doctor should normally review the patient's record before issuing
a repeat prescription. and of these 27 reported that they usually did so.
Fifty-two thought that the doctor should normally see the patient or review
the record after the elapse of a specified period of time or the issue of a
specified number of repeat prescriptions. and of these. 38 indicated that
they used repeat prescription cards or some other system that limited the
number of repeats or the period of time over which they were given. Approxi-









The sixth aspect of practice with which the project is concerned is repeat
prescribing (para. 2.9).
Arrangements for dealing with patients' reques~for repeat prescriptions
Trainers were asked in the first mailing how a patient's request for a repeat
prescription should be dealt with. and in the second mailing how such requests
were actually handled in their practices. The format of the questions allowed
multiple responses in the second mailing but not in the first. Table 10.1 shows
the replies. Overall. 50% of the 155 trainers who replied to the first mailing
thought that the doctor should normally see the patient or review his or her
record if a specified period of time had passed or a specified number of pre-
scriptions had already b~en issued. A smaller proportion (44%) thought that
the doctors should normally review the patient's record on each occasion that
a repeat script is requested. The arrangements that were actually made in
the trainers' practices differed somewhat from those they thought ought to
be made. Of the 105 trainers who replied to this question. 75% used repeat
prescription cards (or a similar limiting system). 49% said that they nor-
mally reviewed the patient's record each time before signing repeat scripts.
and 6% said they would not sign without a consultation. Trainers with lists
of less than 2.250 were a little more likely to review the patient's record























proaches to repeat prescribing that were the same as their standards. and








Volume of repeat prescribing
Trainers were asked in the second mailing to estimate the average number of
repeat prescriptions theY signed each day without haVing seen the patients.
The replies. which are summarised in table 10.2. showed a very wide range
of response. from nil to 60 scripts a day. The average number among the
101 trainers in the second mailing who replied to the question was 17.7 •
the figure being somewhat lower among trainers with lists of less than 2.250
patients on the list. the number of scripts signed each day diminished as






than those with larger lists • However. when expressed as a rate per 100
Moreover. there were no significant variations among the trainersthe list.
The results provide little support for the possibility. The trainers'
estimates of the actual number of repeat prescriptions issued each day
without seeing the patients were lowest among those with the smallest lists.
but this tendency was reversed when expressed as a rate per 100 patients on
with differing list sizes in the relationship between their standards and
their p8rformance about repeat prescribing: irrespective of list size. over
half of those who thought that doctors should review the patient's record
on each occasion were actually doing so. and about three-quarters of those
who favoured the use of repeat prescription cards (or some equivalent system)
























_ 10.4.1 In this section. data from the pilot stUdy in the South East Thames region
have been presented dealing with repeat prescribing. This aspect of practice
was selected for inclusion in the stUdy because of the possibility that GPs
with larger lists may be more ready than those with smaller lists to issue
repeat prescriptions. particularly without having seen the patient.
98
TABLE 10.1 ARRANGEMENTS THAT SHOULD BE MADE, AND WERE MADE, FOR PATIENTS



































fied time or number
of scripts 22 50%) 11 61%) 23 51%) 21 44%) 77 50%)
other responses 1 2%) 2 11%) 2 4%) 5 lO%J 10 6%)















17 (59%) 5 (38%) 12 ( 43%) 17 (49%) 51 ( 49%)




N (= 100%) 29 13 28 35 105
NOTE: some respondents gave more than one answer to the second question,













ESTIMATED MEAN NUMBER OF REPEAT PRESCRIPTIONS SIGNED EACH DAY WITHOUT




































































THE PREVENTION OF DISEASE AND THE PROMOTION OF HEALTH
The final aspect Df practice with which the prDject is cDncerned is the
preventiDn Df disease and the prDmDtiDn Df health. AlthDugh it is im-
pDrtant in the cDntext Df the research. it was nDt develDped at all fully
in the pilDt studies. and must be expanded as a cDmpDnent in the main
survey.
Many Df the services repDrted upDn·in sectiDn 7 (the range Df services
Dffered thrDugh the practice) had mDre tD dD with preventiDn than treat-
ment. and the data presented in that sectiDn give SDme indications Df
the trainers' standards and perfDrmance in the field Df preventiDn. It
was shDwn in table 7.3. fDr example. that the prDpDrtiDn Df trainers who
were failing tD prDvide a service that they thDught shDuld be actively
promDted in geneml practice was IDW fDr SDme preventive services. par-
ticularly thDse fDr which a fee is paid. (antenatal care. family planning.
immunisatiDn and cervical cytDIDgy). but high fDr Dthers (screening fDr
hypertensiDn and diabetesl,
In additiDn. trainers were asked in the first mailing tD indicate on a
6-pDint scale what they thDught the rDle Df the GP shDuld be in the active
preventiDn Df disease and the prDmDtiDn Df gDDd health. PDint 1 on the scale
was defined as 'PreventiDn and the prDmotiDn Df gODd health should not be
part of the dDctor's jDb at all', pDint 6 was defined as 'Prevention and
the promotion Df gDDd health shDuld be the mDst important aspect of the
doctor's job'. Of the 155 trainers whD replied tD the first mailing. 59%
chose pDints 5 Dr 5. and the mean scale score was 4.7. There was. therefDre.
a fairly high degree Df support fDr the brDad cDncept Df prevention in general
practice. and this is consistent with the support given to the prDmDtiDn of
specific preventive services (table 7.1l, There were no significant varia-
tions in the mean SCDres Df trainers with differing list sizes.
ND corresponding questiDn was asked about performance. but it is hDped to
use the insights gained from the pilDt studies tD develDp a set Df 'per-
















To test the feasibility of collecting information on GPs' standards and
performance
The pilot studies in the South East Thames region and elsewhere had three
purposes: to test the feasibility of collecting information about GPs'
standards and performance in selected aspects of their work; to produce
data that would be useful to the general practice educational and
training programmes within the participating regions; and to provide ten-
tative answers to the substantive research questions in the event of
This concluding sec-the main survey not taking place (see para. 1.3).










































variable relationship between the standards set by the trainers and their
reported patterns of performance confirms their willingness to think about
each concept separately, and to avoid the easy or comfortable option of
always selecting standards that are identical to performance •
The results of the pilot study generally endorse the feasibility of collec-
ting the kind of information needed to fulfill the objectives of the project •
The response rates in the SE Thames region and elsewhere were good, and
although some of the questions proved to be inadequate, most were answered
At the same time, however, the pilot studies have left some questions
unresolved and have raised some new ones. The fact that high response
rates were obtained from groups of GP trainers does not ensure that
similar rates will be obtained from a random sample of general practitioners.
There was some evidence in the pilot studies that trainers were motivated
to reply by the endorsement given to the study by the Regional Advisers
in General Practice, and it will almost certainly be necessary to secure
an appropriate form of endorsement in the main survey. Doubts were also
raised in the pilot studies about the repeatabili ty of some of the standarcs
questions, and about the accuracy of some of the data on performance. No
checks were made in the pilot studies, and the data have been presented at
face value. It would, however, be prudent to build some such checks into
the main survey •
Moreover, the
Some trainers were manifestly irritated
or misleading questions, but many more took
interesting comments.
seriously and satisfactorily.
by what they regarded as trite







12.2.3 As noted earlier (para. 3.3). the forms of questioning used in the pilot
studies differed in the fifth region from those used in the first four ..
the two different methods and in compiling the best set of instruments
for use in the main survey. Nevertheless, the experiences of the pilot
phase of the project confirm the feasibility of the research objectives,
and work has already commenced on the main phase. The results of the main
phase are expected to be available by 1986.




12.3 To produce data of use to the general practice educational and training
programmes within the participating regions
12.3.1 The intra-regional results, such as those presented in this report for the
South East Thames region, are of limited substantive value due mainly to
the small number of trainers involved. It is hoped, nevertheless, that
the ~aterial contained in this report will be of considerable interest
and value to those involved in the general practice training and educational
programmes in the region, particularly if it is used as the basis for further
discussion and analysis of the standards that are held by the trainers and
III
..
of the extent tc which they are met in practice. It would. for example,
be disappointing if the wide variability in standards revealed in the study :l
did not stimulate a corporate interest in exploring their suitability and
implications.
12.3.2 Subject to the availability of resources within the Health Services Research ..
Unit. additional analyses from the South East Thames data will be supplied
on request.
12.4 To provide tentative answers to the substantive research questions
12.4.1 For reasons already discussed (paras. 3.9-3.13), the data from the region
are of limited value in answering the substantive research questions, and
the fact that the main phase of the project is already underway diminishes
the need to use the pilot data for this purpose. Nevertheless. the dominant
trends emerging from them are of interest as pointers towards some answers.
and it is hoped that they will be useful within the region for this purpose.







12.4.2 First, a striking feature of the data is the degree of heterogeneity they
reveal among the participating trainers. In almost all the aspects of
































their standarrn, in their reported performance, and in the extent to which
their performance matched their standards. Whilst such diversity is
consistent with the tradit~onal image of the independent practitioner, it
is difficult to r~concile with the notion of a generally appropriate list
size based upon considerations of standards. A similar degree of diversity
in the main survey would confound any argument about a national average
list size •
12.4.3 Second, in virtually every aspect of practice included in the study a
gap existed between the standards set by the trainers and the performance
they reportedly achieved. This is summarised in the last column of table
12.1, which shows the proportion of the 107 trainers replying to both
mailings whose performance was the same as, or better than, their standards
in 39 separate aspects of practice. These summary figures are drawn from
the detailed tables in the body of the report, and readers are referred to
those tables, and the associated commentary, for their proper context. Of
the 39 aspects, the proportion of trainers with the same or better perfor-
mance exceeded 90% in 9 aspects: it lay between 80% and 89% in 10 aspects;
it lay between 70% and 79% in 6 aspects; between 60% and 69% in 6 aspects:
and below 60% in the remaining 8 aspects. How these findings are evaluated
will depend upon the expectations of the reader, and there are few guide-
lines in the existing literature upon which to base such expectations. Some
readers may find it encouraging that so many general practitioners are able
to achieve what they regard as appropriate standards of care for practices
similar to their own; others may find it disquieting that so many are unable
to ~chieve their standards •
12.4.4 Third, there is little evidence in the presentation of the data that the
standards or the performance of the trainers were systematically related
to the size of their lists. There is, in other words, little indication
that trainers with smaller lists were consistently more likely than those
with larger lists to have a similar or better performance than the standards
they had set (table 12.1). It is possible, however, that this conclusion
is influenced by the limited form of analysis used in the report. There was,
for example, an insufficient number of trainers in the study to examine the
effect of extremely large or small lists, or to control for other character-
of less than 2,250 differed from the others in a number of ways, they were





istics that appeared to be associated with list size. Trainers with lists
104
they spent less time on surgery ccnsultations and home visits and they were
less likely to feel overworked, and these characteristics need to be ccntrol-
led in a multivariate analysis for the true effects of list size to become
apparent.
12.4.5 In summary. then. the data from the South East Thames region suggest that.
whilst quite widespread discrepancies existed between the standards that GPs
set for themselves and the level of performance they actually achieve. these
discrepancies were largely unrelated to the numbers of patients on their
lists. However. more extensive analyses need to be carried out on the
combined data from the regional pilot studies before this conclusion can
be applied firmly to traiMers as a Whole. and a larger survey among a
national random sample of GPs must be concluded before its truth can be










PERCENTAGE OF TRAINERS WHOSE PEFWoRMANCE \.AS THE SAME A:;, OR ClETTE:,







































Evening surgeries (5.7l 91






















































































































TABLE 12.1 (continued) III
~
PERSONAL LIST SIZE
ASPECT OF ~PRACTICE less than 2,250- 2.500- 2,750 TOTAL
2,250 2,499 2.749 and above
Provision of services (cont) ~
well-baby care 74 92 93 80 83
weight-control advice 87 83 93 97 91 lll\III
minor casualty 81 69 89 66 76
~
diabetes screening 39 54 43 54 47 III
physiotherapy 42 31 54 56 48 IIIl
...
chirDpody 67 62 71 59 65
well-person check- IlII
ups 71 77 86 77 78 ..
counselling 76 83 73 88 80 lIlI
..
Special arrangements' ~care of houseboundchronically ill
patients
regular visiting by :doctor (8.2) 79 100 78 78 80
regular visiting by Inurse (8.4) 85 89 82 77 82
at-risk register (8.6) 50 30 60 37 46 j






practice nurse 52 29 50 58 51
..
district nurse (8.11) 70 29 69 63 63
•
health visitor (8.11 ) 65 29 63 71 63 ..
Informa 1 review meetings IIlI
with: ..
practice nurse (8.12) 81 50 59 68 68 lIlI,
district nurse (8.12) 100 100 86 93 94 III


































... for care of elderly
• patients
...
ill
...
l1li
...
l1li
'"l1li
...
...
..
...
..
...
..
...
..
...
..
...
..
...
..
...
...
at-risk register
(9.2)
special clinics
(9.4)
provision of
transport (9.6)
53
89
80
38
83
88
56
95
80
24
87
79
39
89
79
